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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Overview

1.1.1.

The 2004 Newport City Wide Transport Strategy outlined a 15 year plan to provide
transport infrastructure to support the regeneration of Newport City Centre in
response to a decline in the manufacturing sector, which had previously underpinned
Newport’s development.

1.1.2.

Since publication of the 2004 strategy, the City of Newport has undergone a period of
significant, positive transition, including the delivery of new transport infrastructure
and changes in land use and employment profile.

1.1.3.

In addition, there have been a number of significant developments in the Welsh
transport policy arena, including the development of National and Regional Transport
Plans. These necessitated a review of the existing City Wide Strategy and, if applicable,
an updated programme of measures.

1.1.4.

Consequently, Newport City Council and Newport Unlimited1 commissioned Capita
Symonds to review progress implementing the existing strategy and ensuring strategy
measures are consistent with the current policies of the Welsh Government (WG) and
Sewta (South East Wales Transport Alliance).

1.2.

The Need for Review

1.2.1.

The 2004 citywide strategy was developed in conjunction with the 2004 Newport
Master Plan. The primary focus of these strategies was the need to stimulate economic
growth and provide sustainable access to the city centre. Accordingly the City Wide
Transport Strategy identified 48 measures for implementation over a 15 year period.
As the mid-point of the programme approaches, it is an appropriate time to review
progress to date and update the plan to reflect the current situation.

1.2.2.

There has been considerable change in the structure of transport policy in Wales, with
the enactment of the Transport Wales Act (2006), which required WG to produce a

1

Newport Unlimited is the only Urban Regeneration Company in Wales, a private company in equal partnership
between the Welsh Government and Newport City Council to promote, encourage, assist, develop and secure the
regeneration of the area of the City of Newport.
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Wales Transport Strategy and conferred additional powers to promote regional
transport planning. The Welsh Government also approved a regulatory order to
remove the requirement for the twenty two local authorities to produce Local
Transport Plans. The revised policy framework is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 Wales Transport Policy Framework

Organisation
Welsh Government

Policy
Wales Spatial Plan
Wales Transport Strategy
National Transport Plan

South East Wales Transport Alliance

Regional Transport Plan

Newport City Council/Newport Unlimited

City Wide Transport Strategy

1.2.3.

The 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy was produced in advance of the transition to
regionally developed plans and incorporated a number of schemes to reflect
Newport’s role as a key settlement of national and regional importance; therefore
many of 2004 strategy measures have been incorporated into the National and
Regional Transport Plans.

1.2.4.

The Unitary Development Plan 1996-2011 is being replaced by the Local Development
Plan covering the period 2011- 2026. The plan outlines the council’s planning policies
and identifies key land use designations. Appendix A contains a summary of relevant
national, regional and local policies and measures pertinent to Newport.

1.2.5.

Accordingly there is a requirement to ensure the Newport City Wide Transport
Strategy is updated to reflect the revised policy framework and maximise regional
linkages by providing travel options in and around Newport.

1.2.6.

Global and local economic conditions are currently in a state of flux, which has resulted
in the re-profiling or cancellation of key public and privately funded infrastructure
projects. These include the provision of an M4 Relief Road, (identified as a key
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influence on the economic attractiveness of the region in the 2004 citywide strategy)
and the cancellation of the original ‘Friars Walk’ city centre retail development due to
the appointed developer entering administration. (Newport City Council has selected
their preferred development partner and work is progressing to develop a
replacement scheme).
1.2.7.

These examples demonstrate the influence of funding on the deliverability of
measures, with reductions in Welsh Government Transport budgets likely to require
close interaction with the private sector to attract the required funding.

1.2.8.

In view of these considerations it is necessary to review progress to date and assess
whether the measures contained in the 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy are still fit
for purpose and whether additional measures are required to reflect current policy.

1.3.

Study Approach

1.3.1.

The 2004 Transport Strategy identifies the Council’s aspirations to enhance the
transport network in and around Newport. As the plan is midway through
implementation it is not intended to re-write the 2004 strategy; however it is
necessary to review and, if necessary update the objectives and the proposed
measures to reflect the changes outlined above.

1.3.2.

In order to achieve this, a staged approach was undertaken. This comprised:
•

•
•
•
•

1.3.3.

Phase 1 – review implementation progress for each element to date, ranked:
o
Fully implemented
o
Partially implemented/ongoing
o
Not implemented
Phase 2 – Appraisal of completed/partially completed schemes against original
strategy objectives and those of the Regional Transport Plan (refer section 3 for
outcomes)
Phase 3 – Review and update strategy objectives through stakeholder workshop
and Residents questionnaire survey
Phase 4 – develop potential measures to meet refreshed objectives
Phase 5 – Select measures, including relevant measures contained in National
and Local Transport Plans

This document reviews and updates the objectives of the 2004 City Wide Transport
Strategy and rolls forward a programme of measures to reflect wider policy changes,
with a focus on measures to improve travel options in and around Newport.
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2.

Newport Today

2.1.

Introduction

2.1.1.

The 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy outlined the key transport objectives to support
the regeneration of the City. In order to achieve the strategy objectives, 33 overarching
measures were devised. These were programmed for delivery over 3 phases (5 years,
6-10 years, beyond 10 years), which resulted in a total of 48 individual measures. This
section provides an overview of progress to date and summarises key trends and
developments that influence future transport provision.

2.2.

Achievements to Date

2.2.1.

The first stage of the review process was the identification of progress made
implementing the proposed measures. The results of this exercise were:
•
•
•

11 schemes have been completed and implemented in full,
13 schemes are partially completed or currently being implemented, and
24 schemes have not been implemented.

2.2.2.

These are summarised in appendix B.

2.2.3.

Those schemes that had been fully or partially implemented were appraised against
the objectives of the 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy. A further series of appraisal
was undertaken to assess the contribution of non-implemented measures to the
objectives of the Wales Transport Strategy which had been produced after the
development of the 2004 strategy.

2.2.4.

In general the appraisal exercise noted measures had provided a positive contribution
to both sets of objectives. The 2004 strategy advocated the creation of a hierarchy of
users, with measures to promote more sustainable modes. This principle is reflected in
subsequent policy documents; therefore key achievements are grouped by mode.

2.2.5.

Walking and Cycling
There have been a number of measures to enhance walking and cycling in the city,
with the creation of new routes and access points through infrastructure measures,
such as the Newport City Footbridge over the River Usk and enhanced pedestrian and
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cycle crossing facilities. These have been complemented by ‘soft’ measures such as the
production of a comprehensive cycle map.

Upgraded ‘at grade’ pedestrian crossing facilities improve
accessibility – particularly for the less mobile

The completion of the landmark Newport City Bridge creates new
opportunities to access the city centre by sustainable modes
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The completion of the Connect2 cycle scheme to Caerleon provides
opportunities to develop sustainable tourism initiatives linking key
attractions

The publication of the Newport Cycle Map promotes and
facilitates cycle use
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Enhanced pedestrian facilities and introduction of 20mph speed
limits on Kingsway and Queensway;

2.2.6.

Bus
Newport has a mature bus network, with Newport Bus alone carrying in excess of 7
million passengers per annum2. Therefore this mode plays a key role in facilitating
access in and around Newport and reduces the number of car movements on the
highway network.

2.2.7.

Accordingly there have been a number of measures introduced to enhance the bus
network. These include highway revisions to create bus only sections and new bus stop
provision. The introduction of Real Time Passenger Information provides passengers
with an enhanced level of confidence in the arrival time of services, whilst operators
continue to invest in new low floor vehicles to meet the requirements of the Disability
Discrimination Act.

2.2.8.

The Council has successfully negotiated a shelter renewal programme with a major
advertising company, which provided new high quality shelters at key stops in the city,
including raised boarding platforms to assist less mobile users.

2

www.newportbus.co.uk
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The prohibition of general through traffic at the Kingsway/Emlyn
Street junction, creating a bus only section to assist movement in the
city centre

Increased bus operating hours through Westgate Square have
improved penetration to the core retail area and provided
consistency in service routes
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The provision of new high quality bus shelters with DDA compliant
boarding platforms complements operator investment in low floor vehicles

The creation of new bus facilities in Market Square provides greater
accessibility to Newport Provisions Market
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The provision of Real Time Passenger at the Central Bus Station and key
stops provides increased reassurance to bus passengers

2.2.9.

Community Transport
Despite the considerable improvements to bus services and infrastructure, there are a
number of residents who are unable to utilise local bus services either due to reduced
levels of mobility or proximity from the bus network. In order to provide travel
opportunities for these residents, Newport City Council has introduced the NewLink
Community transport scheme. This membership based scheme provides a dial-a-ride
service to key facilities and services in the city, including retail and health care.

Rail
2.2.10. Newport Railway Station is a key interchange on the national rail network, with the
convergence of the South Wales Main Line (serving Bristol, Cardiff, London and
Swansea) and the Marches Line (serving Abergavenny, Hereford and Manchester).
Approximately 2 million passengers use this station each year. The station has recently
been enhanced, with the addition of a visually striking ticket hall and the reopening of
Platform 4 to improve reliability and increase capacity.
2.2.11. Accessibility to the rail network has been increased with the completion of a new
station at Rogerstone on the Ebbw Valley Line. This also has secure cycle storage and
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park and ride facilities to provide opportunities for integrated travel, reducing total car
mileage.

The provision of a visually striking ticket office and footbridge increases
the profile of public transport in the city

The opening of Rogerstone Railway Station provides increased
opportunities to access the national rail network
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Highway Enhancements
2.2.12. Whilst the 2004 Citywide Transport Strategy advocated increased opportunities to
utilise more sustainable modes, it is recognised that highway infrastructure plays an
important role in the transport network. The provision of an efficient highway network
assists bus movements and facilitates access for those unable to use alternative
modes.
2.2.13. There have been a range of highway enhancements in Newport, including capacity
enhancements at key junctions such as the M4 Coldra interchange and Harlequin
Roundabout. The City Centre Highway network has been revised to support the
regeneration of John Frost Square.

New City Centre Car Park to replace life expired Kingsway Car Park,
which was privately funded
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The boulevarding of key arteries to support regeneration of former derelict land,
including the new city centre campus for the University of Wales Newport

Creation of a ‘Hamburger’ Junction at the Coldra Roundabout has increased
capacity and reduced delays on a key strategic gateway to Newport
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Capacity enhancements at the Harlequin roundabout have reduced congestion
2.2.14. These schemes demonstrate the progress made in transforming the transport Network
in and around Newport. It is however important to note the transport network must
continue to evolve to support the future development of the city.
2.3.

Key Transport Trends

2.3.1.

In developing a refreshed strategy it is important to consider current transport trends
and the potential implications for the transport network. This section considers key
modes where data is available. It was noted during the review there was a limited
monitoring strategy and accordingly data sources were limited. As a result the data
here reflects the latest available.

2.3.2.

Car Travel
Travel by private car is still the dominant mode of travel in Newport and South East
Wales. Newport maintains a series of Automatic Traffic Counters, which enable
identification of usage trends. These flows are illustrated in Figure 2.1
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Source: Travel in Greater Gwent 2009, Summary Report, Capita Symonds
2.3.3.

The trend analysis indicates an overall increase in the level of car traffic since the
commencement of data collection in 1988. It is noticeable there has been a slight
downward trend since 2007; however levels are still over 20% higher over the sample
period.

2.3.4.

Newport is bisected by the M4 motorway. Whilst this enhances Newport’s strategic
location, the motorway
otorway is currently operating above the design capacity, which can
have a knock on effect of increasing congestion in Newport – particularly as a result of
accidents or lane closures. Trends on the M4 are illustrated in figure 2.2
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Source: Travel in Greater Gwent 2009, Summary Report, Capita Symonds
2.3.5.

Traffic levels have increased considerably over the sample period, with the Welsh and
UK averages demonstrating a slight decline from 2007. In contrast, traffic levels on the
M4 are continuing to increase. Given the current capacity constraints there is an
increased risk of traffic
raffic on the Newport local network as traffic seeks alternative
routes.

2.3.6.

Journey Time surveys on key highway arteries into Newport were undertaken by Sewta
in 20063, which were designed to identify journey time variability along regionally
significant corridors.
ridors. These are illustrated in figures 2.3 to 2.7

3

Source Sewta Journey Time Reliability Monitoring, Final Report, 2007, Capita Symonds
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Abergavenny to Newport Average Total Journey Time
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Figure 2.3 Abergavenny to Newport Average Total Journey Time

Blaenavon to Newport Average Journey Time
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Figure 2.4 – Blaenavon to Newport Average Total Journey Time
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Brynmawr to Newport Average Journey Times
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Figure 2.5 Brynmawr to Newport Average Journey Time

Caerphilly to Newport Journey Time
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Figure 2.6 Caerphilly to Newport Journey Time
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Ebbw Vale to Newport Average Total Journey Time
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Figure 2.7 Ebbw Vale to Newport Average Total Journey Time
2.3.7.

2.3.8.

2.3.9.

4

The results show the change in the average journey time on each corridor by
departure time. The results illustrate the increase in journey time as the AM peak
develops. There is a significant difference between the 06:30 departure time (which is
generally free flowing traffic conditions) and the peak journey times. With some
corridors exhibiting increases in excess of 30%.
Bus Travel
Buses are the principle mode of public transport in Newport, with Newport Bus alone
carrying 7.6 million passengers per annum4. Although data for other operators is not
generally available due to commercial confidentiality considerations, it is estimated
there are in excess of 10 million bus and coach journeys that originate or terminate
within the city boundary.
Whilst Newport specific trend data is not available, historic trend data for the former
Gwent region has been obtained. Whist this will include trips that do not enter
Newport, the volume of bus trips which originate or terminate within the authority are

Source www.Newportbus.co.uk
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likely to be the dominant influence; therefore these results will provide a reasonable
proxy of trends. Figure 2.8 identifies patronage trends.

Figure 2.8 Patronage
Patronage Trends
in theinFormer
Gwent Unitary
Trends
the Former
TIGERAuthority
Area Area

Patronage Index (Base
Year 2001)

120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
Standard
Concessionary

20.0

Total
0.0
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Sample Year
Source Sewta Bus Patronage Monitoring, Final Report, 2007, Capita Symonds
2.3.10. The trends indicate a historic regional decline in total bus use. It is however noticeable
that the proportion of trips by concessionary pass holders has increased significantly
following the introduction of the All Wales Concessionary Fare Scheme in 2002. This
trend is likely to increase given the projected population demographics, with an
increased proportion of elderly persons. This is likely to stimulate addition demand for
bus travel, with many users less mobile.
Rail Travel
2.3.11. Newport Railway Station is a significant transport hub, providing the principal access to
the UK rail network. Footfall data from the Office of Rail Regulation indicates
approximately 2.1 million rail journeys originated from or terminated at Newport
Railway Station. This is illustrated in figure 2.9.
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Source – Office of Rail Regulation
2.3.12. The results indicate a general increase in the number of journeys originating or
terminating at Newport Railway Station, although this trend has stabilised since
2007/08.. Again this is likely to be linked to general land use and economic influences.
Pedestrians
2.3.13. Footfall data has been obtained from the City Council, which records footfall in
Commercial Street, which is the principal city centre retail area. This illustrated
illustrat in
figure 2.10.
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Source Newport City Council
2.3.14. Footfall in the centre peaked during 2008, however there has been a steady decline
since, which is likely to be attributable to the cancellation of the Friars Walk
development and growth of neighbouring rretail
etail centres. Proposals to regenerate the
retail core should reverse this trend and place a greater demand on the city’s transport
network.
Commuting
2.3.15. Newport has significant commuter flows, with a net inflow of 9200 commuters per
day. Main origins and d
destinations
estinations are illustrated in figure 2.11 and 2.12. In addition
there are 40,200 daily commuting trips within Newport itself.
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Source, Statistics on Commuting Wales, 2009, WG
2.3.16. The principal inflows originate in Caerphilly, Cardiff and Torfaen. These flows
demonstrate the regional economic role of Newport as a significant employment
location.
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Source, Statistics
ics on Commuting Wales, 2009, W
WG
2.3.17. Outflows are predominantly focused on trips to Cardiff, although it should also be
noted that commuting trips to Bristol were the fourth highest single UA destination.
This illustrates the high level of connectivity to national transport networks.
Population Trends
2.3.18. Demographic changes are a key influence on the future demands of the Newport
Transport network. For example a growth in economically active persons will place
greater demands on peak capacity, whilst an increase in persons eligible for the All
Wales Concessionary
sionary Fare scheme is likely to increase the demand for bus travel. Table
2.1 outlines Welsh Government population forecasts undertaken in 2006 and 2008.
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Table 2.1 Newport Population Structure Projections
2026 Population
Structure
2006
2008
2011
2026
2011
2026
Age
Projection Projection
0 – 15
28,600
30,700
28,700
32,000
20%
21%
16 – 64/65*
90,800
95,800
88,500
90,000
61%
60%
65/66 +
24,100
29,500
23,800
28,100
19%
19%
143,500
156,000
141,000
150,100
100%
100%
Total
Source: Welsh Government Population Projections (2006 and 2008)
*Note: State Pension eligibility is 65 for both men and women by 2011 and 66 by 2018
WG 2006 Projections

WG 2008 Projections

2.3.19. The overall trend is for an increase in population in the city, with a higher numerical
growth in those under 16 or over 65/66. These sectors traditionally have a higher
incidence of utilising sustainable modes (either too young to drive or eligible for free
bus travel). These trends indicate the likelihood of a greater demand for alternatives to
the private car.
2.3.20. The greater number of elderly persons will also necessitate careful consideration of the
location of public transport facilities.
2.4.

Summary

2.4.1.

The data collated identifies a number of key trends which will shape the requirements
of the transport strategy. These are summarised as:
•
•
•

2.4.2.

Road traffic in Newport increased by 20% between 1988 and 2009,
Traffic on the M4 increased by over 50% between 1987 and 2009,
Key strategic highway corridors experience significant journey time variability in
the AM peak,
•
An estimated 10 million bus and coach journeys originate or terminate in
Newport,
•
The introduction of the All Wales Concessionary Fare scheme has increased the
proportion of concessionary trips from 20% to 40%,
•
There are 2.1 million journeys per annum commence or terminate at Newport
Railway Station,
•
City centre footfall has declined since 2008, and
•
There is a net commuting inflow of 9,200 commuters per day, with an additional
40,200 commuting trips within Newport itself.
The strategy measures must reflect these trends.
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3.

Vision and Objective Refresh

3.1.

Introduction

3.1.1.

Chapter 2 outlined the fundamental changes in transport policy and delivery since
production of the 2004 City Wide Strategy. Given the development of national and
regionally focused strategies, the refresh provides an opportunity to review the
original study objectives and provide a greater focus on the transport requirements to
support travel in and around Newport.

3.1.2.

The refresh of the objectives is designed to complement national and regional
strategies and provide a strategic direction to develop measures.

3.2.

Vision

3.2.1.

The 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy outlined a comprehensive vision for the
Newport transport network in 2020. This vision has been summarised to form a
mission statement that defines the overarching function of the transport strategy:
The purpose of the Newport City Wide Transport Strategy is to support the
development of Newport as a destination of choice for employment, education, retail
and leisure through the provision of a transport network that provides opportunities
to travel by the most appropriate mode.

3.2.2.

This mission statement provides the foundation on which to develop strategy
measures.

3.3.

Review of 2004 Strategy Objectives

3.3.1.

The strategy objectives provide the foundation on which suitable transport measures
will be determined; therefore it is vital to review the existing objectives to reflect the
current policies. Updated objectives also need to reflect recent development within
Newport, including problems, constraints and aspirations for the area.

3.3.2.

The Welsh Transport Planning and Appraisal Guidance (WelTAG) also recommends
that an assessment should be undertaken to ensure the Transport Planning objectives
correlate to national, regional and local policy to ensure strategic fit.
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3.3.3.

Therefore the Stage 1 report contained a comprehensive appraisal of the objectives to
assess their relevance to:
•
•
•

3.3.4.

The results of this appraisal against WTS outcomes and the RTP objectives indicated
most have a good strategic fit with current policy. In particular:
•

•
•

•

•

3.3.5.

Wales Transport Strategy Outcomes;
Sewta Regional Transport Plan Objectives;
Emerging Local Development Plan objectives.

‘To maximise access to central Newport and its City Centre in order to support
inward investment and tourism development on a regional and international
scale’ and ‘to provide 'seamless' accessibility from the main journey to work areas
and Newport and the surrounding economic region’, positively correlate with the
WTS social outcomes and the RTP connectivity and accessibility objectives;
‘To introduce sustainable forms of transport with an image consistent with a
major new urban regeneration initiative’, has good strategic fit with a large
number of WTS outcomes and RTP objectives;
‘To develop a safe, convenient, efficient and attractive environment for walking
and cycling’, positively correlates with social WTS outcomes, environmental
objectives and outcomes and RTP safety and security and quality and efficiency
objectives;
‘To establish an attractive, safe and convenient public transport network’ and ‘to
utilise the existing highway and public transport infrastructure to the full’ also
have positive impacts and show future strategic fit with a range of WTS
outcomes and RTP objectives;
‘To use new information and communication technologies to support change in
travel behaviour’ particularly addresses the WTS environmental outcomes and
the quality and efficiency and environmental RTP objectives.

The existing City Wide Transport Strategy objectives show a lesser degree of fit with
the LDP objectives; however, these cover a broader range of policy areas in addition to
transport. Those with a good degree of correlation were:
•
•
•
•

Final Report

To maximise access to central Newport and its City Centre in order to support
inward investment and tourism development on a regional and international
scale;
To contribute to strengthening the economy of the region;
To use new information and communication technologies to support change in
travel behaviour;
To promote the regeneration of Newport.
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3.3.6.

The results of the appraisal exercise are summarised in table 3.1
Table 3.1 Existing Strategy Objectives Relevance to WTS Outcomes and RTP
Objectives
Highly Relevant Objectives to WTS Outcomes & RTP Objectives
To introduce sustainable forms of transport with an image consistent with a major new
urban regeneration initiative.
To develop a safe, convenient, efficient and attractive environment for walking and cycling.
To establish an attractive, safe and convenient public transport network.
Relevant Objectives to WTS Outcomes & RTP Objectives
To use new information and communication technologies to support change in travel
behaviour.
To utilise the existing highway and public transport infrastructure to the full.
To provide ‘seamless’ accessibility from the main journey to work areas and Newport and
the surrounding economic region.
To maximise access to central Newport and its City Centre in order to support inward
investment and tourism and development on a regional and international scale.
To promote transportation systems that are deliverable and provide user, environmental
and economic benefits.
Partially Relevant Objectives to WTS Outcomes & RTP Objectives
To promote the regeneration of Newport.
To contribute to strengthening the economy of the region.

3.3.7.

In general these were consistent; however many were general overarching objectives
that were not necessarily transport related or focused on Newport. This reflected the
policy arena at the time they were developed; therefore it was necessary to sharpen
the objectives to focus on transport needs in and around Newport.

3.3.8.

In order to develop updated transport objectives, a strategy review workshop was held
with key stakeholders (refer Appendix C for attendees). Stakeholders were asked to
review the existing objectives and determine whether they should be:
•
•
•

3.3.9.

Retained,
Modified, or
Rejected.

During the discussions, the following themes were identified:
•
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•
•
•
•
3.3.10.

There was a recognition of the need to provide and promote sustainable travel
opportunities,
Transport supports wider health and education polices,
Newport plays a significant role in the region and objectives to maximise linkages
should be maintained, and
Land use planning and transport are inextricably linked.

Following this exercise, the objectives were updated. These are listed in table 3.2.
Table 3.2 – Refreshed Objectives

Ref
OB1
OB2
OB3
OB4
OB5
OB6
OB7
OB8
OB9
OB10
OB11
OB12

REFRESHED OBJECTIVES
To develop a transport network that supports the ongoing regeneration of Newport
To maximise sustainable access to central Newport and its City Centre in order to support
inward investment and tourism development on a regional and international scale
To reduce the impact of transport on greenhouse emissions
To introduce, support and promote sustainable forms of transport to encourage change in
travel behaviour in and around Newport
To provide seamless accessibility between employment opportunities, healthcare,
education, tourism and leisure facilities and the surrounding region for people and freight
To continue to promote and maintain a safe, convenient and attractive environment for
walking and cycling in and around Newport
To maximise the capacity of the existing highway network in Newport to improve the
efficient, reliable and sustainable movement of people and freight
To continue to promote and develop a safe, efficient and attractive public transport
network to encourage greater use
To continue to use new information and communication technologies to increase
awareness of sustainable transport alternatives to support change in travel behaviour
To develop transportation initiatives that are deliverable and provide user, environmental
and economic benefits
To promote integration of transport networks and enhance service facilities to improve
connectivity by sustainable modes between Newport, the rest of Wales, the UK and Europe
To ensure developments are accessible and make the development of sustainable transport
networks an integral part of the planning process

3.3.11. The stakeholder defined objectives were compared against those of the Regional
Transport Plan to ensure they were consistent and complementary, whilst providing a
Newport Focus. The results are contained in table 3.3:
3.3.12. The appraisal framework demonstrates the consistency between objectives.
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Regeneration
Environment

Quality & Efficiency

Connectivity
&
Accessibility

Sewta Regional transport Plan Objectives 2010
Safety &
Security
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To improve access for all employment opportunities, services, healthcare, education,
tourism and leisure facilities

To ensure developments in South East Wales are accessible by sustainable transport

To make sustainable transport and travel planning an integral component of
regeneration schemes
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OB3
OB4
OB5
OB6

To reduce the number and severity of road traffic causalities

!

To reduce significantly the emission of greenhouse gasses from transport

To reduce the impact of the transport system on the local street scene and the
natural, built and historic environment

To promote sustainable travel to make the public more aware of the consequences of
their travel choices on climate, the environment and health

!

To improve quality, efficiency and reliability of the transport system

To reduce traffic growth, traffic congestion and to make better use of the existing
road system

!

To achieve a modal spilt towards more sustainable forms of transport for moving both
people and freight

!

!

To improve interchange within and between modes of transport

!

!
!

!
!

!

!

!
!

!
!

!

To maximise sustainable access to central Newport and its
City Centre in order to support inward investment and
tourism development on a regional and international scale
To reduce the impact of transport on greenhouse emissions

To introduce, support and promote sustainable forms of
transport to encourage change in travel behaviour in and
around Newport
To provide seamless accessibility between employment
opportunities, healthcare, education, tourism and leisure
facilities and the surrounding region for people and freight
To continue to promote and maintain a safe, convenient
and attractive environment for walking and cycling in and
around Newport

!

To improve actual and perceived levels of personal security when travelling

!
!

!
!

OB10

!

To improve connectivity by sustainable transport between South East Wales and the
rest of Wales, the UK and Europe

!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!

OB11

!

To ensure developments are accessible and make the
development of sustainable transport networks an integral
part of the planning process

To promote integration of transport networks and enhance
service facilities to improve connectivity by sustainable
modes between Newport, the rest of Wales, the UK and
Europe

OB9

To develop transportation initiatives that are deliverable
and provide user, environmental and economic benefits

OB8
To continue to use new information and communication
technologies to increase awareness of sustainable transport
alternatives to support change in travel behaviour

OB7
To continue to promote and develop a safe, efficient and
attractive public transport network to encourage greater
use

OB2
To maximise the existing highway network to improve the
efficient, reliable and sustainable movement of people and
freight

OB1
To develop a transport network that supports the ongoing
regeneration of Newport
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Table 3.3 Comparison of Newport City Wide Strategy Objectives with RTP Objectives
OB12

!
!

!
!

!

!

!

!
!
!

!
!
!
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3.4.

Local Priorities for Intervention

3.4.1.

Whilst the strategy update must be consistent with current national and regional
policy, the primary purpose is the consideration of local transport needs and priorities
that fall outside the scope of the National and Regional Transport Plans; therefore the
strategy refresh included a consultation questionnaire for residents.

3.4.2.

Newport City Council established a Citizens Panel in 2000 to assist it obtain regular,
effective consultation with residents. The group is statistically representative of the
population of Newport in terms of gender, ethnicity, language, age and ward
residence; therefore a series of transport related questions were included in the 2011
Citizens Panel survey.

3.4.3.

In addition, an article was published in the Council Newspaper ‘Newport Matters’,
explaining the strategy refresh and inviting residents to complete a travel
questionnaire (on-line or hard copy). The results of this exercise are included as a
comparator to those of the Citizens Panel results.

3.4.4.

The information obtained in this exercise provided an indication of the current
perception of travel in and around Newport and identified areas where respondents
would like to see investment targeted.

3.4.5.

The following themes were identified from the responses:
•
•
•
•
•

•

3.4.6.

The private car is the dominant mode of travel for most journey purposes
Overall journey time was the main reason stated for their modal choice, followed
by cost and a lack of alternatives
There are good links to the motorway network
Rail services were perceived as frequent
Respondents identified the following areas as priorities for investment:
o
Improved footpaths and off road cycle provision
o
Better integration between public transport modes
o
Service frequency enhancements
o
Information provision
Cycling was considered the most difficult mode with which to travel in and
around Newport, with poor perception of cycle parking facilities.

The full results are obtained in Appendix D.
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3.5.

Strategy Development – Principles

3.5.1.

The primary purpose of the review was to update the strategy to reflect changes since
its publication in 2004. In recognition of the changes in the current transport
environment the following overarching principles were applied:
•
Integrated approach – recognising the strategic role of Newport in wider
National and Regional transport networks,
•
Avoidance of duplication – transport resources are currently at a premium;
therefore it was vital not to duplicate work already completed,
•
Recognition of local issues and objectives to provide travel options for the most
suitable mode

3.5.2.

This approach will ensure that strategy measures contribute to national objectives and
assist travel in and around Newport whilst making the most efficient use of resources.
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4.

Strategy Measures

4.1.

Introduction

4.1.1.

The overarching principles and updated objectives were utilised to develop a range of
measures to build on the success of those in the 2004 strategy.

4.1.2.

This section identifies the recommended measures and outlines their role and
objectives.

4.1.3.

In order to illustrate the integrated approach these are split into relevant National,
Regional and Local measures.

4.2.

National Measures

4.2.1.

Newport is identified in the Wales Spatial Plan as a ‘Key Settlement of National
Importance’. Accordingly a number of measures reflect this role. These are
summarised in Table 4.1 and discussed individually.
Table 4.1 – Relevant National Measures
To continue to establish sustainable travel centers across Wales
Complete the improvement to Gaer Junction by 2011
Safer Routes In Communities
High Cross Bus Priority Measures
Upgrading the SDR
Extending the SDR Eastwards - Steelworks Access Rd
Extending the SDR West - Duffryn Link
Improving the Junction Capacity of Tredegar Park
Introduce Wales Transport Entitlement Card for bus and rail services (by 2014)

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9

4.2.2.

N1 – To continue to establish sustainable travel centers across Wales
The NTP outlines the benefits of the Sustainable Travel centre initiative in providing
opportunities to utilise more sustainable modes and meet wider policy objectives. The
experience gained through the neighbouring Cardiff City initiative could be applied
within Newport to create sustainable linkages.
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4.2.3.

4.2.4.

N2 – Complete Improvements to Gaer Junction
The National Transport Plan recognises the role of the Rail Network in linking the key
settlements defined in the Wales Spatial Plan. The completion of improvements to
Gaer Junction will provide the infrastructure to link Newport with the WSP defined
Primary Key Settlement of Ebbw Vale.
N3 – Safer Routes in Communities
The Welsh Government funded Safer Routes in Communities initiative has facilitated a
number of schemes to provide infrastructure to promote walking and cycling. The plan
to maintain this scheme provides opportunities to improve sustainable provision to
key travel attractors.
N4 to N8 – M4 Corridor Enhancement Measures (CEM)
•
High Cross Bus Priority Measures
•
Upgrading the SDR
•
Extending the SDR Eastwards - Steelworks Access Rd
•
Extending the SDR West - Duffryn Link
•
Improving the Capacity of Tredegar Park

4.2.5.

The M4 motorway is a key strategic corridor of national and international importance,
which bisects the Newport Authority area. The motorway is currently operating over
capacity at peak times which can result in congestion on the local network as traffic
seeks alternative routes or is delayed accessing/exiting junctions in the Newport area.
This situation is exacerbated in the event of road traffic collision and/or road closure.

4.2.6.

The omission of an M4 Relief Road from the NTP increases the requirement to make
better use of existing assets. Accordingly the Welsh Government is developing a
programme of enhancement measures, including the acquisition of Steelworks Road
from Tata Steel to provide an alternative link to the Southern Distributor Road and
associated junction improvements to increase capacity.

4.2.7.

The CEM programme is also examining opportunities to revise key M4 junctions in the
Newport area to increase capacity and provide bus priority. Designs have not been
finalised at the time of this review; however it is imperative proposals do not add
significant volumes of traffic onto the local Newport network and maximise
opportunities to improve the reliability of public transport.
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N9 – Introduction of Wales Travel Entitlement Card
Respondents to the residents’ questionnaire highlighted the perceived lack of
integration between modes and services. The current operating arrangements and
legislation do not encourage the provision of integrated ticketing products.

4.2.8.

4.2.9.

In view of the complex issues and back office requirements, the effective provision of
such ticketing is likely to require considerable resources, which are unlikely to be
provided by a single unitary authority – particularly given the requirement to
accommodate cross boundary trips This is recognised by WG in the NTP, which
includes a commitment to introduce an integrated ticketing product by 2014. This
would include integration between bus and rail modes in addition to inter-operator
ticketing and assist, promote and facilitate integrated travel in and around Newport.

4.3.

Regional Measures

4.3.1.

The 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy recognised Newport’s role as a regional centre
with a number of supporting measures. This role has also been recognised in the Sewta
RTP with a number of measures pertinent to the transport Network. It is noted Sewta
is currently updating its Rail Strategy to reflect developments in the region; therefore
there is a possibility the schemes identified may change.
Table 4.2 Relevant Sewta Regional Transport Plan Measures;

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14

Final Report

Ebbw Vale - Newport services
Newport Area Signalling Renewal
Abergavenny - Newport - Cardiff improved services frequencies (incl Caerleon station)
Gloucester - Newport - Cardiff corridor improved service frequencies (incl Llanwern station)
Llanwern Park and Ride
Newport - Cardiff Relief Line
St. Mellons & Coedkernew new stations
Malpas to Bettws Link
Cleppa Park to Bassaleg School
Abertillery to Newport Corridor Bus Priority Scheme
Cardiff to Newport Corridor Bus Priority Scheme
Pontypool to Newport Corridor Bus Priority Scheme
Improve pedestrian and cycle access through Old Green
A4051 Malpas
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4.3.2.

4.3.3.

R1 – Ebbw Vale to Newport Services
The implementation of improvements to Gaer Junction (refer para 4.2.3) will provide
the foundation to facilitate a direct link between Newport and Ebbw Vale. This will
provide a further alternative means of accessing the city centre (with associated
regeneration benefits) and increase the range of destinations served from Newport
Rail Station. This additional footfall will increase the requirement to provide suitable
pedestrian and cycle access to the station.
R2 – Newport Area Signalling Renewal
This package of works is designed to upgrade track and signals to provide a more
efficient track layout and upgrade signals. Some elements of this work have already
been completed (including the reinstatement of Platform 4 at Newport Station). Work
is programmed to be completed in 2014.
R3 to R6 – Rail Frequency Enhancements, including:
Abergavenny - Newport - Cardiff improved services frequencies (incl Caerleon station)
Gloucester - Newport - Cardiff corridor improved service frequencies (incl Llanwern
station/Park and Ride facility)
Newport Cardiff Relief Lines (improved track speed)

4.3.4.

Questionnaire respondents identified service frequency enhancements as a priority for
investment. The provision of these rail measures will enhance the current offering and
attractiveness of the service. The provision of new stations at Caerleon and Llanwern,
respectively, will also offer new opportunities to travel to Newport City Centre and
intercept longer trips that would otherwise be made entirely by car.

4.3.5.

The acquisition of Steelworks Road, with access off Junction 23a of the M4, may also
provide opportunities to attract rail based park and ride trips through the provision of
a park and ride facility at Llanwern. This would potentially remove some movements
from the local Newport highway network.

4.3.6.

R7 – St. Mellons & Coedkernew New Stations
These are major employment locations that serve areas beyond the Newport
Boundary. The provision of a new station at Coedkernew would provide opportunities
to access the employment sites at Cleppa Park by a more sustainable mode and
contribute to an increase in accessibility. These stations also provide opportunities to
attract modal shift through provision of park and ride facilities to intercept car borne
trips, thus reducing total car mileage.
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R8 and R9 – Cycle Measures
Malpas to Bettws Link, and
Cleppa Park to Bassaleg School
4.3.7.

4.3.8.

4.3.9.

The provision of off road cycle routes will facilitate and encourage use of more
sustainable modes.
R10 to R12 – Bus Priority Measures, including:
Abertillery to Newport
Cardiff to Newport, and
Pontypool to Newport
Newport has a mature bus network, with Newport Bus station acting as a hub in the
regional bus network. This facilitates access to a range of local and regional
destinations and increases service frequency on key radial routes into the city centre.
Sewta commissioned the development of a Prioritised Investment Programme that
identified measures on 13 key strategic corridors, including 3 linking into Newport. The
provision of bus priority on these corridors will improve bus journey time reliability and
increase the attractiveness of more sustainable modes. These corridors utilise key
junctions on the M4 (junctions 26, 27 and 28); therefore the design of these schemes
will require careful interface with the CEM work being undertaken by WG to ensure
proposals do not compromise the local highway network.

R13 – Improve pedestrian and cycle access through Old Green
4.3.10. Old Green Interchange is located in National Cycle Network Route 47, which runs
north-south along the River Usk. It is also on the east west desire line to/from the city
centre via Town Bridge. As such is it is a key intersection for walking and cycling
movements in and through Newport City Centre.
4.3.11. Although the current provision is predominantly step free, some gradients are not
compliant with the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act (2005). The main
issues are the route is perceived as circuitous, whilst the grade separation and series of
subways results in a perception of isolation and poor personal safety, particularly at
night.
4.3.12. The existing walkways are extremely narrow, requiring cyclists to dismount. Where this
request is ignored, there is an increased risk of conflict between pedestrians, which
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further reduces the attractiveness of the route. The section through the Castle has
been the subject of closure on Police advice, which requires a detour for cyclists.
4.3.13. Given these issues, there is a risk that some users will attempt to use unsuitable routes
with an increased risk of vehicle conflict. Accordingly opportunities to address these
issues are key to providing an attractive route to accommodate more sustainable
modes.
R14 – A4051 Malpas

4.3.14. Although the focus of the RTP is the promotion of more sustainable modes, there is
recognition of the role that highway infrastructure plays in the regional transport
network. Accordingly Sewta has identified a number of corridors where there are
existing traffic issues, which merit consideration whether better use can be made
through enhancements (for example the revisions to traffic signals).
4.3.15. The A4051 is identified as one such corridor, although the actual schemes to be taken
forward will be the subject of further Sewta Making Better Use studies.
4.4.

City Wide Transport Enhancements

4.4.1.

Whilst the provision of National and Regional measures discussed will have a benefit
for the transport network in Newport and assist in meeting the objectives, it is vital to
maximise the potential of these opportunities.

4.4.2.

It was evident there is a perceived and actual lack of alternatives to private car travel in
and around Newport; therefore strategy measures are designed to facilitate and
promote travel by alternative modes. It was also essential to ensure the proposed suite
of measures are consistent with National and Regional Policy.
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NEWPORT CITY WIDE STRATEGY

Table 4.3 Newport City Wide Transport Strategy Measures
Ref

Measure

NCC1

Apply for Sustainable Travel Town status

NCC2

Enhanced Bus Terminal Facilities

NCC3

Old Green Interchange

NCC4

George Street / Lower Dock Street Junction

NCC5

Cardiff Rd / Commercial Street Junction

NCC6

Enhance Local Bus Services

NCC7

Caerleon Road Bus Priority Measures

Sewta Bus scheme

NCC8

Corporation Road Bus Priority Measures

Sewta Bus scheme

NCC9

Expand the Real Time Passenger Information
System

Sewta Bus scheme

NCC10

District Pedestrian Priority Measures

Sewta Walking & Cycling scheme

NCC11

SUPPLEMENTARY STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

NCC12

4.4.3.

Source

Individualised Travel Planning Programme for
major travel generators
Introduce City Centre Cycle ‘Hub’ (Queensway
/ Rail station)

Sewta Integration scheme
£10 m Sewta Highway
Improvement scheme
£600k (excluding £400k planning
gain)
Pill Regeneration £1.5 m
European funding
Sewta Bus scheme / S106
planning gain

Sustainable Travel Grant
Sewta Integration scheme
Sewta Walking / Cycling scheme
& S106 planning gain
Sewta Walking / Cycling scheme
& S106 planning gain
Sewta Walking / Cycling scheme
& Sustainable Travel Grant

NCC13

Cycle Parking

NCC14

Cycle Routes Serving New Developments

NCC15

Introduce a Bike Hire Scheme

NCC16

Produce a Parking strategy

Sewta feasibility scheme

NCC17

Produce a Taxi strategy

Sewta feasibility scheme

NCC18

Produce a strategy for bus based Park and Ride

Sewta feasibility scheme

NCC19

Provide a Routing / Signing Strategy

Sewta feasibility scheme

NCC20

Investigate the potential for creating a Car Club

Sewta feasibility scheme

The strategy is designed to address existing issues and provide options to travel by
alternative modes. It also recognised that the city continues to evolve; therefore some
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supplementary mode specific strategy development will be required. These have been
consolidated. Each measure and its relationship to existing travel provision is discussed
individually.

4.4.4.

4.4.5.

4.4.6.

4.4.7.

NCC1 – Apply for Sustainable Travel Town Status
The Welsh Government Sustainable Travel Towns initiative provides a number of
significant opportunities to increase the availability and awareness of alternatives to
the private car. The selection of Cardiff as the first Sustainable Travel Town in Wales
has enabled the implementation of a number of schemes; therefore the overarching
principal of the revised strategy is the development of measures to support such an
application.
NCC2 – Enhanced Bus Terminal Facilities
Whist the existing bus station facilitates operation of the existing bus network, the
passenger waiting area does not provide an attractive facility to encourage bus use.
This is in stark contrast to the upgraded Railway Station. Whist it is recommended that
passenger waiting areas be enhanced; this is inextricably linked to the future
redevelopment of John Frost Square and the Cambrian Centre. The council has
identified a preferred partner for the Friars Walk development, with a planning
application having been submitted for the Cambrian Centre; therefore this element of
the strategy will need to be progressed pending the outcome of these developments.
NCC3 – Old Green Interchange
The Old Green Roundabout is a large grade separated junction that forms a major
barrier to pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles on the local side roads. The scale of the
underpasses and associated slip roads are such that they dominate the landscape in
the City Centre. The remodelling of the Old Green Roundabout is critical to the
redevelopment of the City Centre, as a positive and visible hub of the region’s social
and economic activities. It must also be stressed that the remodelling is intended to
enhance pedestrian access between the City Centre and the Riverfront, reducing
severance, as well as improving traffic circulation and the provision of a bus box.
NCC4 – George Street / Lower Dock Street Junction
Although this junction is the shortest route for traffic existing the south to access
Cardiff Road, The existing junction arrangements have a limited capacity with a poor
layout that has safety concerns. Newport City Council as Planning Authority has
secured £400,000 of Section 106 planning gain towards the provision of upgrading this
junction. The scheme has been fully designed and will be implemented upon receipt of
additional funding of £600,000.
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4.4.8.

4.4.9.

NCC5 – Cardiff Rd / Commercial Street Junction
This junction is the primary pedestrian route from the Pill area to the city centre.
Although the closure of the southern end of Kingsway created improved access for
pedestrians and public transport in the city centre itself, there are relatively poor
pedestrian links across this junction. Accordingly it is necessary to identify whether
changes in traffic movements provide an opportunity to enhance pedestrian access
and the public realm.
Cardiff Road is a primary East – West Route through the City, which provides access to
the Royal Gwent Hospital. This generates significant levels of traffic, which can cause
congestion. As a result this reduces the effectiveness of the George Street Bridge in
providing a viable alternative to Town Bridge/Old Green Roundabout; therefore
enhancements to the hospital entrance and Commercial Street Junction would provide
opportunities to unlock capacity across George Street Bridge.

4.4.10. Newport City Council has been successful in securing European funding for the
regeneration of north Pillgwenlly. This includes £1,500,000 for enhancing pedestrian
movements over this junction linking Pillgwenlly with the City Centre.
NCC6 – Enhance Local Bus Services
4.4.11. The bus network is the main provider of public transport services in and around
Newport, with Newport Bus estimating 7.6 million journeys per annum in an around
the Newport Area. Accordingly it is vital opportunities to increase current levels of
service provision are maximised. Bus provision is the responsibility of a number of key
partners, including:
•
Bus Operators (Newport Bus, Stagecoach, National Express) – responsible for
vehicles, routes and timetables
•
Newport City Council – responsible for bus stop infrastructure (bus stops and Bus
Priority Measures) and socially necessary bus services
•
Gwent Police – responsible for enforcement of traffic orders.
4.4.12. Therefore it is essential that all parties work in a coordinated manner to build on the
measures already provided. Whilst some measures will be dependent on commercial
funding it is recommended that the following elements be progressed:
•
•
•
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NCC7 – Caerleon Road Bus Priority Measures
4.4.13. Caerleon Road is a major commuter and shopper artery into the city centre. In
addition, the Roman remains at Caerleon are a significant tourist attraction in the
Newport area. Therefore opportunities to promote and enhance sustainable public
transport links on this corridor should be explored. Existing bus routes utilise the
Caerleon Road/Chepstow Road junction, which is subject to significant volumes of
traffic. The provision of bus priority on this section would provide opportunities to
maintain service reliability, with an associated benefit to passengers.
NCC8 – Corporation Road Bus Priority Measures
4.4.14. There have been a number of proposals to re-develop Rodney Parade and the east
bank of the Usk. These are likely to generate additional journeys; therefore
opportunities to support more sustainable modes are vital. The provision of bus
priority as part of the redevelopment package will increase the attractiveness of this
mode and reduce dependency on the private car, complementing the pedestrian links
created by the Newport City Footbridge .
NCC9 – Expand the Real Time Passenger Information System
4.4.15. Newport City Council has installed Real Time Passenger Information at a number of key
stops on the main arteries into the City Centre, with a second phase at all stops in the
Bus Station and Market Square. This system provides passengers with the predicted
arrival time at their stop. This increases confidence in the bus network. Developments
in this arena also enable data to be accessed through the internet or ‘Smartphones’.
This extension would assist journey planning and reduce the need to arrive at the stop
too early.
NCC10 – District Pedestrian Priority Measures
4.4.16. Whilst there have been a number of enhancements to city centre pedestrian access, it
is vital to ensure district centres have suitable crossing facilities and footways. This is
essential to reduce the requirement to drive, with related benefits to the economy of
district centres. The provision of improved footpaths was the top priority for
investment in the residents’ survey; therefore it is recommended a programme of
pedestrian enhancements be developed for key district centres.
NCC11 – Individualised Travel Planning Programme for major travel generators
4.4.17. The stakeholder workshop identified a perceived lack of alternatives to the private car.
This was reinforced by respondents in the residents’ survey. The use of personalised
travel plans at key trip attractors, such a major employment sites, can be a useful tool
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in identifying and promoting suitable alternatives, to reduce dependence on the use of
the private car.
NCC12 – Introduce City Centre Cycle ‘Hub’
4.4.18. In order to support and promote cycling it is proposed that a city centre ‘Cycle Hub’ be
established in the City Centre. This would offer a focal point for cycling and potentially
include:
•
Secure cycle storage
•
Cycle maintenance
•
Advice/information
•
Shower facilities
•
lockers
4.4.19. The actual provision will be determined by the availability of suitable premises and
funding; however there may be an opportunity to introduce a start up scheme in a
vacant shop, with an aspiration to introduce a dedicated facility subsequently –
preferably as part of a city centre transport hub.
NCC13 – Cycle Parking
4.4.20. The availability and quality of cycle parking is a key consideration in the decision to use
this mode. Whist there are some parking facilities in the city centre, the results of the
residents’ survey indicated these were not highly rated. Accordingly it is necessary to
review existing arrangements and identify opportunities to provide and/or promote
suitable cycle parking. It is recommended an audit of existing facilities be undertaken
and new opportunities are identified, including supporting measures such as CCTV and
lighting.
NCC14 – Cycle Routes Serving New Developments
4.4.21. The results of the respondent surveys identified a perceived lack of off road cycle
options with a corresponding priority to provide such facilities. Accordingly
opportunities for new developments to link with existing cycle routes should be
progressed through the planning process, and opportunities through Sewta, to develop
the regional cycle network.
NCC15 – Introduce a Bike Hire Scheme
4.4.22. Newport is a relatively compact city, which combined with a number of existing routes
offers opportunities for sustainable travel (for example the cycle route to Caerleon).
The provision of a cycle hire scheme would provide opportunities for visitors to
experience cycling without the requirement to transport or own a cycle. At a base
level, this is likely to comprise a city centre hire shop (potentially part of measure
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NCC12), with the potential to expand the scheme through additional outlets at key trip
attractors or large scale public bike schemes such as those in Cardiff or London.
NCC16 – Produce a Parking Strategy
4.4.23. Whilst the overarching aim of the strategy is to reduce dependence on the private car,
it is appreciated that some journey purposes cannot be accommodated by other
means (for example less mobile travellers). In addition the transport objectives must
be balanced with the economic needs of the city; therefore parking provision and
management are critical elements.
4.4.24. Parking is a complex issue, with a range of often conflicting factors that must be
suitably addressed to provide a robust parking offering for those entering the city.
Accordingly it is recommended a bespoke study be undertaken to identify stakeholder
requirements.
NCC17 – Produce a Taxi Strategy
4.4.25. Taxis perform key roles in the operation of the city – providing access for less mobile
people, extending the reach of regional bus and rail services and reducing the number
of city centre car parking spaces required. Given the current aspiration to redevelop
the retail core, it is essential that suitable taxi provision be provided; therefore it is
recommended that a bespoke taxi strategy be developed in consultation with key
stakeholders, including the council, operators, users and the police.
NCC18 – Produce a strategy for bus based Park and Ride
4.4.26. Whilst there is currently sufficient off street parking in Newport city centre,
redevelopment proposals are anticipated to increase demand, with an associated
increase in city centre car movements. In order to minimise these, it is proposed that a
bus based park and ride strategy is developed. Such a strategy may also offer
opportunities to reduce demand at other key travel generators with limited parking,
for example the Royal Gwent Hospital and Office of National Statistics/Patent Office,
which may strengthen the business case.
4.4.27. Opportunities will be closely linked to the projected demand for the redeveloped city
centre. The strategic location of Newport may provide potential to establish combined
park and share facilities to assist wider regional objectives. These would require wider
discussions with Sewta.
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NCC19 – Provide a Routing / Signing Strategy
4.4.28. There have been a number of significant changes in the city centre highway network.
These are likely to continue as the Council progresses development opportunities for
John Frost Square. The provision of an effective signing strategy can also assist traffic
management by directing traffic to the most suitable routes – particularly goods
vehicles. It is therefore recommended that a signing strategy be developed to identify
the location of key trip attracters. This should consider the use of Variable Message
Signs, which can assist mitigate incidents on the highway network or indentify the
location and availability of parking. Newport City Council in conjunction with Newport
Unlimited is carrying out a review of walking signage within the City Centre with
immediate implementation of the outcome.
NCC20 – Investigate the potential for creating a Car Club
4.4.29. Car clubs provide opportunities to accommodate those trips which cannot be
accommodated by sustainable modes. This can reduce the need to purchase a car, or
the need to own a second car. This can reduce the amount of car parking required,
which is particularly pertinent in those areas of the city where there is limited onstreet parking. Cardiff Council has recently introduced a car club in the city, which has
been expanded to cater for increased demand. It is recommended the results of this
scheme are analysed to determine their suitability for application in Newport.
4.5.
4.5.1.

4.5.2.

Strategy Appraisal
In order to test the fit of strategy measure with objectives and regional policy, a two
stage appraisal process was undertaken.
Appraisal against revised Objectives
Firstly each measure was appraised against the revised objectives to ensure each was
addressed. The results are illustrated in table 4.4
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To maximise sustainable access to central Newport and its City Centre
in order to support inward investment and tourism development on a
OB2 regional and international scale
OB3 To reduce the impact of transport on greenhouse emissions
To introduce, support and promote sustainable forms of transport to
OB4 encourage change in travel behaviour in and around Newport

George Street / Lower Dock Street Jcn

Cardiff Rd / Commercial Street Jcn

Enhance Local Bus Services

Caerleon Road Bus Priority Measures

Corporation Road Bus Priority Measures

Expand the Real Time Passenger
Information System
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To provide seamless accessibility between employment
opportunities, healthcare, education, tourism and leisure facilities
OB5 and the surrounding region for people and freight

OB6
OB7
OB8

OB9

To continue to promote and maintain a safe, convenient and
attractive environment for walking and cycling in and around Newport
To maximise the existing highway network to improve the efficient,
reliable and sustainable movement of people and freight
To continue to promote and develop a safe, efficient and attractive
public transport network to encourage greater use
To continue to use new information and communication technologies
to increase awareness of sustainable transport alternatives to support
change in travel behaviour

To develop transportation initiatives that are deliverable and provide
OB10 user, environmental and economic benefits
To promote integration of transport networks and enhance service
facilities to improve connectivity by sustainable modes between
OB11 Newport, the rest of Wales, the UK and Europe
To ensure developments are accessible and make the development
of sustainable transport networks an integral part of the planning
OB12 process
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Investigate the potential for creating a
Car Club

Old Green Interchange

!

Provide a Routing / Signing Strategy

Enhanced Bus Terminal Facilities

To develop a transport network that supports the ongoing
OB1 regeneration of Newport

Produce a strategy for bus based Park
and Ride

NCC9 NCC10 NCC11 NCC12 NCC13 NCC14 NCC15 NCC16 NCC17 NCC18 NCC19 NCC20

Produce a Taxi strategy

NCC8

Produce a Parking strategy

NCC7

Introduce a Bike Hire Scheme

NCC6

Cycle Routes Serving New Developments

NCC5

Cycle Parking

NCC4

Introduce City Centre Cycle ‘Hub’

NCC3

Individualised Travel Planning
Programme for major travel generators

NCC2

District Pedestrian Priority Measures

NCC1
Apply for Sustainable Travel Town status

Table 4.4 – Appraisal against Strategy Measures

!
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!

!

!

!

!
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4.5.3.

It is imperative that the measures are consistent with the RTP, which is the Statutory
Strategy for each of the Sewta Authorities; therefore a further appraisal against RTP
objectives was undertaken. This is illustrated in table 4.5.

4.5.4.

In general there is a good fit between the measures and objectives, with
enhancements to bus and cycle provision scoring particularly well.
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Table 4.5 – Measure Appraisal Against RTP objectives

Environment
Land Use &
Regeneration

 Large Beneficial Impact
 Moderate Beneficial Impact
 Slight Beneficial Impact
0 No Impact
X Slight Adverse Impact
XX Moderate Adverse Impact
XXX Large Adverse Impact
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0

Produce a Taxi strategy

Cycle Parking

Old Green Interchange
0

Produce a Parking strategy

0

Cycle Routes Serving New
Developments



District Pedestrian Priority
Measures



Caerleon Road Bus Priority
Measures



Enhanced Bus Terminal
Facilities

Provide a Routing / Signing
Strategy

Quality &
Efficiency

To make sustainable transport and travel planning
an integral component of regeneration schemes

NCC5

Produce a strategy for bus
based Park and Ride

Connectivity &
Accessibility
Sewta Regional Transport Plan Objectives

To improve connectivity by sustainable transport
between South East Wales, the UK and Europe
To improve interchange within and between
modes of transport
To improve the quality, efficiency and reliability
of the transport system
To reduce traffic growth, traffic congestion and to
make better use of the existing road system
To achieve a modal shift towards more
sustainable forms of transport for moving both
people and freight
To reduce significantly the emission of
greenhouse gasses for transport
To reduce the impact of the transport system on
the local street scene and the natural, built and
historic environment
To promote sustainable travel and to make the
public more aware of the consequences of their
travel choices, the environment and health
To ensure developments in South East Wales are
accessible by sustainable transport

NCC4

Cardiff Rd / Commercial
Street Jcn

Safety &
Security

To reduce the number and severity of road traffic
casualties
To improve actual and perceived levels of
personal security when travelling
To improve access for all to employment
opportunities, services, healthcare, education,
tourism and leisure facilities

NCC3

George Street / Lower Dock
Street Jcn

Apply for Sustainable Travel
Town status

Scheme name

NCC2

Corporation Road Bus Priority
Measures

NCC1

Scheme Reference
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5.

Future Improvement Programme

5.1.

Introduction

5.1.1.

The refreshed strategy outlines the measures required to support the future
development of the city. At a local, regional and national level. Accordingly delivery of
the complete strategy is the responsibility of a number of organisations. This section
summarises the implementation programme.

5.2.

Programme

5.2.1.

The strategy refresh highlighted the shift in transport policy in Wales with the
development of National and Regional Transport Plans. These plans contain measures
pertinent to the Newport transport network. Whilst the delivery of these measures is
lead by Welsh Government and Sewta respectively, they are incorporated in the City
Wide Transport programme to illustrate the integrated strategy approach.

5.2.2.

In the case of City Wide Strategy measures, the implementation programme is likely to
be driven by proposed development in the city centre and Eastern Expansion Area. As
demonstrated in the review of the 2004 strategy, the actual implementation period is
inextricably linked to developer schedules.

5.2.3.

There are a number of measures that are ongoing, for example enhancement to bus
services, such as fleet renewal programmes and travel planning. These reflect the
evolving nature of the city. .

5.2.4.

The proposed implementation schedule is illustrated in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Programme for Delivery

SUPPLEMENTARY
STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

NEWPORT CITY WIDE STRATEGY

REGIONAL TRANSPORT PLAN

National Transport Plan

Delivery
2012-2017 2018-2023 2024-2029
Strategy Reference
Measure
N1
To continue to establish sustainable travel centers across Wales
N2
Complete the improvement to Gaer Junction by 2011
N3
Safer Routes In Communities
N4
High Cross Bus Priority Measures
N5
Upgrading the SDR
N6
Extending the SDR Eastwards - Steelworks Access Rd
N7
Extending the SDR West - Duffryn Link
N8
Improving the Junction Capacity of Tredegar Park
N9
Introduce Wales Transport Entitlement Card (integrated ticketing)
R1
Ebbw Vale - Newport services
R2
Newport Area Signalling Renewal
Abergavenny - Newport - Cardiff improved services frequencies (incl
R3
Caerleon station)
Gloucester - Newport - Cardiff corridor improved service frequencies
R4
(incl Llanwern station)
R5
Llanwern Park and Ride
R6
Newport - Cardiff Relief Line
R7
St. Mellons & Codekernew new stations
R8
Malpas to Bettws Link
R9
Cleppa Park to Bassaleg School
R10
Abertillery to Newport Corridor Bus Priority Scheme
R11
Cardiff to Newport Corridor Bus Priority Scheme
R12
Pontypool to Newport Corridor Bus Priority Scheme
R13
Improve pedestrian and cycle access through Old Green
R14
A4051 Malpas
NCC1
Apply for Sustainable Travel Town status
NCC2
Enhanced Bus Terminal Facilities
NCC3
Old Green Interchange
NCC4
George Street / Lower Dock Street Jcn
NCC5
Cardiff Rd / Commercial Street Jcn
NCC6
Enhance Local Bus Services
NCC7
Caerleon Road Bus Priority Measures
NCC8
Corporation Road Bus Priority Measures
NCC9
Expand the Real Time Passenger Information System
NCC10
District Pedestrian Priority Measures
NCC11
Individualised Travel Planning Programme for major travel generators
NCC12
Introduce City Centre Cycle ‘Hub’
NCC13
Cycle Parking
NCC14
Cycle Routes Serving New Developments
NCC15
Introduce a Bike Hire Scheme
NCC16
Produce a Parking strategy
NCC17
Produce a Taxi strategy
NCC18
Produce a strategy for bus based Park and Ride
NCC19
Provide a Routing / Signing Strategy
NCC20
Investigate the potential for creating a Car Club
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5.3.

Funding

5.3.1.

The main consideration on delivery is likely to be the availability of funding. Within the
current economic climate, there is increasing pressure on public and private sources;
therefore funding will be a mixture of Welsh Government, Sewta, Newport City Council
and developer contributions as appropriate.

5.3.2.

Those measures identified in the National and Regional Transport Plans have funding
streams identified within the relevant documents.

5.3.3.

Where schemes do not currently have an allocated funding stream, the council will
investigate the most efficient funding options.

5.4.

Monitoring and Evaluation

5.4.1.

Monitoring is essential to assess the impact of the strategy over the plan period;
therefore the Strategy refresh incorporates a monitoring plan. The information
collected will be utilised to:
•
•
•
•

Identify strategic trends in the Newport Area
Identify the impact of the strategy
Inform future strategy development
Inform media releases

5.4.2.

Welsh Government and Sewta have developed coordinated monitoring plans;
therefore the Citywide Transport Strategy Monitoring Plan must be consistent with
these.

5.4.3.

Monitoring is proposed on two levels:
•
•

5.4.4.

Strategic City Travel Trends
Individual Scheme Monitoring (output and outcome)

The strategic city travel trends monitoring will provide an overarching view of travel
habits in the city. Changes in these indicators provide a snapshot of the impact of the
strategy in achieving its objectives.
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Table 5.2 Travel Trend Monitoring
Attribute
Walking
Cycling
Rail
Bus
Private Car
Journey Time
Reliability
Travel trends
5.4.5.

Type
City Centre footfall
Number of NCN users
Number of Entries and exits
Number of Passengers
Traffic levels on strategic routes
Car and public transport
Car and public transport
Changes in resident travel habits

Source
NCC data collection
NCC automatic cycle counters
Office of Rail Regulation
Bus companies
NCC traffic survey report
Sewta Journey Time Studies
Sewta Journey Time Studies
Citizens Panel Survey

This data will be collected on an annual basis to identify changes in travel trends and
assess the impact of the strategy in providing a range of travel options within the city.
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Appendix A Policy Context
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Introduction
Since production of the 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy there have been a number
of significant developments in the Welsh transport policy arena, including the
introduction of a National Transport Plan and the strengthening of the role of regional
transport consortia.
These developments have a direct impact on, not only on the applicability of measures
contained in the 2004 strategy, but also the responsibility for delivery; therefore it is
imperative that strategies at national, regional and local level are complementary.
Whist national regional policies will provide a strategic policy direction; the refresh of
the 2004 strategy provides an opportunity to provide a local focus to address those
issues pertinent to travel in and around Newport.
This section summarises the key changes in transport policy to provide the context for
the refresh of the City Wide Transport Strategy.
National Policy
The Welsh Government has published a number of key documents, including:
•
•
•
•
•

One Wales ‘A Progressive Agenda for the Government of Wales; Welsh
Government, 2007
People, Places, Futures, The Wales Spatial Plan; Welsh Government, 2008
Update
Smarter Choices; Welsh Government, 2007
Wales Transport Strategy; Welsh Government, 2008
National Transport Plan; Welsh Government, 2009

Whilst the updated Newport City Wide Strategy should be consistent with these
documents to contribute to national policy, it provides an opportunity to address local
issues outside the scope of these high level strategies. The relevance of each of the
above to the Newport City Transport Strategy is discussed individually:
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One Wales ‘A Progressive Agenda for the Government of Wales,’ June 2007
This document outlined the Labour / Plaid Cymru agenda for improving the quality of
life for all communities in Wales, including a number of overarching transport
elements. Of particular relevance to Newport are:
•
•
•
•

(51) All projects seeking public funding seek to meet sustainability criteria;
(90) Continue to improve safety and quality of stations and platforms;
(95) Use new powers for Local Authorities to support new bus routes; and
(100) Develop plan to move freight from road to rail.

People, Places, Futures, The Wales Spatial Plan (WSP), 2008 Update
This document outlines the linkages to and within Wales and assists the Welsh
Government prioritise investment decisions.
Newport is defined as a key settlement of national importance and falls into the South
East Wales (Capital Network), which has the following vision:
‘An innovative skilled area offering a high quality of life – international yet distinctly
Welsh. It will compete internationally by increasing its global visibility through stronger
links between the Valleys and the Coast and with the UK and the rest of Europe, helping
to spread prosperity within the Area and benefiting other parts of Wales.’
(People, Places, Futures, The Wales Spatial Plan, 2008 Update, p.125)
The plan highlights the need to pursue sustainable developments, that reduce the
need to travel, with a requirement to provide linkages to other regional centres to
maximise regional opportunities. In particular reference to Newport, the WSP outlines:
‘Newport’s regeneration will strengthen its strategic role as the economic gateway to
Wales and maximise the benefits of its strong connections with the Eastern Valleys.
High Value developments should be a dominant feature of Cardiff and Newport’s
projected employment growth with quality of development befitting a regional capital
area’.
(People, Places, Futures, The Wales Spatial Plan, 2008 Update, P101)
The plan also outlines the importance of enhancing more sustainable alternatives,
including:
•
Increased public transport frequency;
•
Accessibility (including Community Transport);
•
Journey Time Enhancements;
•
Safe walking and cycling routes; and
•
Maximising the efficiency of the highway network.
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Seaports are also recognised as a unique asset in the WSP, with the role of the South
Wales ports (including Newport) highlighted.
Wales Transport Strategy, Welsh Government, April 2008
The Wales Transport Strategy (WTS) identifies a series of high-level outcomes that will
need to be achieved in order to help deliver Connecting the Nation and outlines how
the Welsh Government plans to deliver on its transport duty. These are illustrated in
table A.1.
The vision of the WTS is
‘to promote sustainable transport networks that safeguard the environment while
strengthening our country’s economic and social life.’
There are five priorities to help deliver the outcomes of the first phase of Connecting
the Nation. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental impacts from
transport;
Integrating local transport;
Improving access between key settlements and sites;
Enhancing international connectivity; and
Increasing safety and security.

There are a number of strategy recommendations which are pertinent to Newport,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Measures to move freight by more sustainable modes such as short sea shipping
and rail;
Provision of facilities and education to encourage modal shift (including park and
ride, public transport, walking and cycling);
Securing joint working between bus and rail operators;
Enhanced public transport provision;
Enhanced safety and security;
Removing barriers to the public transport network; and
Ensuring investment and planning decisions are linked to reduce carbon
emissions.
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Table A.1 WTS Outcomes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Social
Improve access to
healthcare;
Improve access to
education, training
and lifelong learning;
Improve access to
shopping and leisure
facilities;
Encourage healthy
lifestyles;
Improve the actual
and perceived safety
of travel; and
Improve the actual
perceived safety of
travel

•
•
•

•
•

Economic
Improve access to
employment
opportunities;
Improve connectivity
within Wales and
internationally;
Improve the efficient,
reliable and
sustainable movement
of people;
Improve sustainable
access to key visitor
attractions; and
Improve the efficient,
reliable and
sustainable movement
of freight

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Environmental
Increase the use of
more sustainable
materials in our
country’s transport
assets and
infrastructure;
Reduce the impact of
transport on
greenhouse gas
emissions;
Adapt to the impacts
of climate change;
Reduced contribution
of transport to air
pollution and other
harmful emissions;
Improve the positive
impact of transport on
the local environment;
Improve the effect of
transport on our
heritage; and
Improve the impact of
transport on
biodiversity.

National Transport Plan (NTP), Welsh Government, March 2010
The National Transport Plan (NTP) takes forward the framework established within the
Wales Transport Strategy through identification of key actions for delivery. The NTP
sits alongside the Regional Transport Plans in delivering the Wales Transport Strategy.
The NTP sets outs proposals for road, rail and public transport that will enable people
and freight to travel more efficiently and sustainably.
The document outlines the following commitments that are of relevance to the
Citywide Transport Strategy for Newport:
•
(79) Continue to work alongside the UK government to make sure Wales is
connected to the developing high speed rail network.
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•
•
•
•

(81) Introduce variable speed limit systems to sections of the network to manage
congestion and improve safety, starting in 2010.
(88) Complete the works at Newport rail station to improve transport
interchange facilities for passengers.
(89) Complete the improvement to Gear Junction by 2011 and, as the next stage,
complete the detailed feasibility work to provide hourly services from Ebbw Vale
to both Cardiff and Newport.
(91) Deliver a package of measures designed to improve the efficiency of the M4
in south-east Wales, including public transport enhancements, making the best
possible use of the Motorway and improving the resilience of the network.

Welsh Transport Planning and Appraisal Guidance – WelTAG, June 2008
All transport schemes wishing to receive funding from the Welsh Government (WG)
need to be appraised using WelTAG (Welsh Transport Appraisal Guidance).
This appraisal process provides an audit trail of decision making, clearly showing the
linkage between wider policy objectives and the strategy or scheme under
consideration.
Guidance states that the two primary purposes of WelTAG are:
•
To assist in the development of proposals to enable the most appropriate
scheme to be identified and progressed - one that is focused on objectives,
maximises the benefits and minimises the impacts; and
•
To allow the comparison of competing schemes on a like-for-like basis, so
decision-makers can make difficult funding decisions.
WelTAG guidance enables the appraisal of a strategy; therefore this approach will be
taken to appraise the updated strategy.
Smarter Choices Wales, Welsh Government 2007
This guide illustrates a variety of initiatives to promote more sustainable travel
patterns. It sets out what is known about the new ‘Smarter Choices’ techniques, based
on case studies, and explains how they can be used to solve transport and
environmental problems.
Smarter Choices are defined as ‘imaginative ways of encouraging efficient and
sustainable ways of travel – measures such as planning of transport for getting to
school, work and other destinations, improving travel information and
communications; and using the internet in more effective ways, such as car share
schemes and teleconferencing’.
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Regional Policy
The Regional Policy area has also undergone a period of significant transition, with the
establishment of four Regional Transport Consortia under the powers conferred on the
Welsh Government under the Transport Wales Act (2006). In South East Wales the
SWIFT and TIGER consortia were merged to create Sewta (South East Wales Transport
Alliance). Newport is a constituent member of Sewta.
The 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy had been developed prior to this development;
therefore the refresh process needs to take account of pertinent regional policies:
Including
Sewta (South East Wales Transport Alliance): Regional Transport Plan, March 2010
The Transport Wales Act required Welsh Government to produce a Wales Transport
Strategy and gives it power to promote regional transport planning. WG has approved
a Regulatory Order to remove the requirement for twenty-two local authorities in
Wales to produce Local Transport Plans and instead, introduced the requirement for
Regional Transport Plans.
Newport is a constituent member of the South East Wales Transport Alliance (Sewta)
which submitted its Regional Transport Plan in March 2010. The document identifies
the key regional objectives, which are based on the themes of the Wales Transport
Strategy.
Sewta has a prepared a 5 year programme of measures to meet its objectives. Specific
measures pertinent to Newport include:
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Ebbw Valley Railway Line: Provision of a direct hourly service between Newport
and Ebbw Vale Town;
Improved service frequencies (rail): Abergavenny – Newport – Cardiff (with new
stations at Caerleon and St Mellons, and increased services at Pontypool and
New Inn) and Chepstow – Newport – Cardiff, with a new station at Llanwern and
Coedkernew;
Station improvement and integration measures;
Newport Area Signalling Renewals Schemes (NASR): Track and resignalling
improvements (including new crossovers) around the Newport area being
undertaken by Network Rail;
Newport – Cardiff Relief Line: Building on NASR scheme, to increase line speed
on relief lines between Newport and Cardiff, so increasing train service capacity;
Gloucester – Newport – Cardiff Corridor Improved service frequencies;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Newport station redevelopment (legacy scheme);
Malpas to Bettws cycle link;
Cleppa Park to Bassaleg School cycle link;
Bus priority schemes: Pontypool to Newport Corridor, Cardiff to Newport
corridor, and Abertillery to Newport corridor;
Further Interchange Schemes: Llanwern Park and Ride, Newport City Centre
Regeneration; and
Highway schemes: Old Green remodelling (off-site works), and A4051 Malpas.

The programme received an initial funding allocation of £9m for 2010/11 and work is
progressing to deliver the plan. It should be noted that some of the schemes contained
in the RTP were contained in the 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy and reflects
Newport’s designation as a Key Settlement of National Importance in the WSP.
Sewta Rail Strategy (2006) and Prioritised Investment Plan (2007)
Sewta has inherited a substantial rail legacy from the industrialisation of South East
Wales, performing a vital role in achieving regional objectives. Accordingly Sewta was
keen to develop further opportunities to enhancements provision and developed a Rail
Strategy covering the period up to the scheduled expiry of the Wales and Borders
Franchise.
The strategy was developed into a Prioritised Investment Plan, which identified a
number of key schemes pertinent to Newport. These include:
•
•
•

Ebbw Valley Phase II – additional frequency and line extensions to Newport,
Ebbw Vale Town Centre and Abertillery,
Frequency enhancements on the Abergavenny – Newport – Cardiff and
Chepstow – Newport – Cardiff corridors
New Rail Station at Caerleon, Coedkernew and Llanwern

The Sewta Rail Strategy is currently being reviewed and updated to reflect changes in
the regional rail network. The output of this review is due to be reported to the Sewta
Board in June 2011. It is likely to include a number of schemes pertinent to Newport.
Summary
It is evident there have been significant policy and legislative changes since the
production of the 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy, not least the decision to replace
the statutory requirement for each local authority to produce a Local Transport Plan
with Region Transport Plans.
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Whilst the Sewta RTP became the statutory document for Newport, it does contain a
number of measures in the 2004 City Wide Transport Strategy; therefore the refresh
process provides an opportunity to identify more local transport issues pertinent to
travel in and around Newport to feed into future versions of the Sewta RTP.
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Appendix B
Implementation Summary
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Strategy
Ref

Measure

20042009
20102014
Beyond
2015

Proposed timescale

1 Remodelling Old Green

Initial design work by Arup. Not progressed following change of local administration. Included in Sewta RTP

2a Boulevarding Queensway

Complete

2b Boulevarding Kingsway

Complete

Improving the City's Gateways

Creating a sense of place

9 City centre Bus Box

Queensway and Upper Market Street infrastructure complete - Bridge Street element not progressed

3a Harlequin Interchange

Signalisation and extra entry lane from Queens Hill

3b Cenotaph Junction

Not implemented. Currently no intention to develop

3c George Street/Lower Dock Street Jcn

Scheme not implemented, awaiting funding included in RTP, Asda development included S106 contribution

3d Cardiff Road/Commercial Street Jcn

Bid for EU funding submitted to improve pedestrian links - awaiting funding decision

20 New Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge

Complete - Newport City Footbridge opened on 12/9/06

19 City Centre Pedestrian Priority Area

New pedestrian at grade crossings provided as part of boulevarding schemes

2c Boulevarding Usk Way

Complete

24 Bike Lift

Not implemented, no plans to progress at current time

3e New Link Stow Hill to Cardiff Road

Hospital has not been relocated; therefore limited opportunity to progress

3f Reconnecting Mill Street

Not progressed - Report commissioned, which concluded not viable

10 New Regional Bus Station

Not progressed - initial plans withdrawn due to funding restrictions as part of Rail station development

11 Upgrade existing Bus Station

Not progressed - funded by Friars Walk, developer withdrew due to market conditions

13 Newport Rail Station Improvements

New station building under construction, WAG, NCC & NU progressing new Devon Place access

27 Decriminalisation of Parking

Not implemented - Low political support. NCC under no obligation as Gwent Police currently fulfil

28 New Multi Story

Complete - New 1050 space Kingsway Car park managed by UBS Triton Property (opened July 2009)

29 Temporary Long Stay Car Parks

Riverfront utilised as temporary (3 year) car park, replaced by construction of new University Building

7 Providing a Routing/Signing Strategy

Some revisions to signage to reflect changes in highway network

12a Cardiff Road Bus Priority Measures

Complete

12b Chepstow Road Bus Priority Measures

Complete - initial section on outskirts removed following change of council

Improving interconnectivity
between development areas

Developing a hierarchy of Transport Needs

12c Malpas Road Bus Priority Measures

Regional
Improvements

comments

South of M4 complete - modified following change of administration

14 Enhance Local Bus Services

Operators have invested in new vehicles and revised timetables, improvements ongoing, RTPI and Shelters upgrade

15 Enhance Regional Bus Services

Operators have invested in new vehicles and revised timetables, improvements ongoing, RTPI and Shelters upgrade

18 District Pedestrian Priority Areas

Traffic calming schemes undertaken in suburbs, maintenance improvements include pedestrian measures

21 Cycle Parking

Dedicated parking generally provided in new developments and local district centres

22 Cycle Routes Serving New Development

New cycle routes - primarily serving existing use, but assist some employment areas - Malpas to Bettws, Cleppa Park to Bassaleg

23 Riverside Cycle/Footpaths

Connect 2 to Caerleon phase 1, 2 and 3 complete.

25 Cycle Routes to Tourist Attractions

Connect 2 to Caerleon, Usk way cycle serving transporter bridge- re opening route through castle under review

12d High Cross Bus Priority Measures

Not implemented

12e Corporation Road Bus Priority Measures

Not implemented - linked to proposed Rodney Parade development

12f Caerleon Road Bus Priority Measures

Not implemented

30 Strategic Park and Ride

Not implemented - linked to Eastern Expansion Area, delayed due to market conditions

31 Lorry Service Park

Not implemented - likely to be considered a regional issue

33 Travel Awareness/Community Transport/ Car Clubs

NewLink CT scheme implemented, Smartmoves, no car clubs

26 Public Use Bicycle Programme

Not implemented

4a Upgrading the SDR

Not implemented - now encompassed under revised M4 plans

4b Extending the SDR Eastwards - Steelworks Access Road

Not implemented - now encompassed under revised M4 plans

4c Extending the SDR West - Dyffryn Link

Not implemented - need to consider relevance to M4 plans as could reduce pressure on Jct 28

5 Improving the capacity of the Coldra

Complete opened 2009

6 Improving the capacity of Tredegar Park

Not implemented - now encompassed under revised M4 plans

17 New Intermediate Mode (Tram or guided Bus)

Not implemented - primarily associated with provided city centre access from EEA

22 Cycle Routes Serving New Development

Some new cycle routes - primarily serving existing use, but assist some employment areas - Malpas to Bettws, Cleppa Park to Bassaleg

8 M4 Relief Road

not implemented - omitted from National Transport Plan

16 Provide New Local Rail Stations

Not implemented - funding and design being progressed through Regional Consortia, including Caerleon, Coedkernew and Pye Corner

32 Improving Access to Wentloog

Not implemented

Key
Completed schemes, implemented in full
Partially implemented schemes - ongoing
Not implemented - design or funding constraints

Table refers to the physical implementation of schemes/measures, although some schemes have not been physically implemented, design work may have
been progressed.
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Attendance List

Name

Organisation

Richard Sanders
Gail Bodley-Scott
Catrin Ellis-Jones
Dave Matthews
Richard Coombs
Mark Youngman
Glyn Stickler
Gareth Jones
John Langley
Christopher Blyth
Gilly Otlet
Christian Schmidt
Nicola Davies
Martyn Evans
Mark Tunstall
Russell Bennett
Carl Jones
Margaret Everson
Sinead Lynch
Richard Wood
Graham Fry
Susan Howard
Kevin Mulchay
Corrina Green
Gareth Speed
Vinny Mott
Tracey Mc Adam

Arup
Cardiff City Council
Catrin Ellis Associates
Gwent Police
JPTU
Monmouthshire County Council
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Newport Transport Ltd
Newport Unlimited
Sewta
Sewta
South Wales Chamber of Commerce
Stagecoach in South Wales
Welsh Government
Newport City Council
Bus Users UK
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Countryside Council for Wales
Torfaen County Borough Council
Welsh Government
Newport City Council
Sustrans
Newport City Council
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Transport plays a role in all our lives, providing access to a range of vital services and
facilities, as well as employment, education and leisure opportunities. The provision of
an effective, sustainable transport network provides opportunities to stimulate
economic vibrancy.

1.2

Since the publication of the Citywide Strategy for Newport in 2004, the City of
Newport has undergone a period of significant positive transition, including the
delivery of new transport infrastructure and changes in land use and employment
profile. In addition, there have been a number of significant developments in the
Welsh transport policy arena, with the development of National and Regional
Transport Plans.

1.3

As a result of these changes it became necessary to review and update the 2004
Citywide Strategy to reflect the changing economic and policy background.

1.4

Capita Symonds was commissioned by Newport City Council and Newport Unlimited
to review the 2004 Strategy and to develop an updated set of measures to meet the
challenges of the emerging LDP.

1.5

The review has been delivered in two principle stages:
• Stage 1:
• Stage 2:

Review of Citywide Transport Strategy for Newport
Production of a refreshed Citywide Transport Strategy for Newport

1.6

Each of these stages is reported separately.

2.

Citywide Transport Strategy for Newport – Stakeholder Engagement

2.1

The principle purpose of the strategy review and refresh is to update the 2004 to
reflect changes in the political and economic landscape of Newport. In addition,
transport provision is the responsibility of a number of organisations, who may have a
diverse range of opinions; therefore it is essential to obtain the views of residents and
stakeholders.

2.2

In order to engage these key groups, a consultation plan was constructed. This
comprised 2 overarching elements:
• Stakeholder Workshop, and
• Residents Survey

2.3

The first element comprised a workshop of key stakeholders representing
organisations including Welsh Government, Unitary Authorities, Transport Providers
and user groups. The second element consisted of a resident questionnaire exercise.
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2.4

Details of these are contained in Chapter three, which provides output from the
Stakeholder Workshop, while chapter 4 considers the responses to the residents’
questionnaire survey.

2.5

The consultation phase was delayed to enable consideration of early feedback from
the M4 Corridor Enhancement Measures (M4 CEM) engagement exercise, which is
currently being undertaken.
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3.

Stakeholder Workshop
Overview

3.1

On the 10th November 2010 a Stakeholder Consultation event was arranged at
Newport Leisure Centre. The purpose of the Workshop was to engage stakeholders
on the Citywide Transport Strategy for Newport. The Workshop presented an
opportunity to update the existing strategy to meet the challenges of the next 10
years.

3.2

The Workshop was attended by 27 delegates, representing a wide range of interests
from across the City and beyond. A full list of attendees is contained within Appendix
1.

3.3

Workshop attendees were asked to focus on the following key tasks:
•
•
•
•

Refreshing the existing transport Strategy objectives and aspirations for the
development of Newport
Identifying the opportunities for transport to support the City and the wider
region
Identifying key transport issues in the City
Proposing solutions to these issues

3.4

The Workshop began with two PowerPoint presentations. The first presentation,
provided by Capita Symonds, was designed to inform delegates on the key
achievements of the 2004 Citywide Strategy. The presentation was also used to
reflect the changing economic and policy background affecting the refresh of the
transport strategy in Newport.

3.5

The second presentation, focussed on developments along the M4, (Magor to
Castleton). This presentation focussed on the environmental and safety Corridor
Enhancement Measures implemented in this area. It also highlighted future planned
improvements along the corridor.
Workshop Tasks

3.6

3.7

Following the presentations delegates were divided into three Working Groups.
Within their groups delegates were required to complete the following four
activities.
•
•

Task 1:
Task 2:

•

Task 3:

•

Task 4:

Identify and prioritise key issues affecting transport in Newport;
Update the existing 2004 Strategy objectives by amending,
removing or adding objectives as necessary;
Using the 2004 Strategy themes to compose a list of possible
solutions that have the potential to resolve the identified issues;
Distribute 100 points across the Strategy themes to identify and
quantify priorities

The output from each of these tasks is discussed in turn.
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Task 1: Identify and prioritise key issues affecting transport in Newport
3.8

For Task 1 each Working Group was given a blank sheet upon which they were asked
to record issues that affect transport in the Newport area. The Groups were not
constrained by what topics could be considered, instead delegates were encouraged
to debate a wide range of issues that influence transport. The purpose of this was to
spark a wide ranging debate to ensure that all transportation activities were
considered.

3.9

A wide range of topics were discussed as individuals highlighted issues specific to
their own professional or personal experience.

3.10

The following is a summary of the main issues that were captured during discussions:
Walking and cycling

*
*
*
*
*

Signage for walkers & cyclists
Links between bus and rail stations
Cycle parking in city centre and beyond
Walking to schools
Walk / cycle integration at bus & rail stations

Public transport

*
*
*
*
*

Links between bus and rail stations
Location of the bus station
Park & Ride facilities
Bus and rail integration
More local railway stations are needed

Parking

*
*
*
*
*

Illegal parking
Free on street parking creates extra traffic
Park & Ride should be used more
Too much priority given to car use
Availability and pricing

M4

*
*
*

Resilience of M4 Corridor is questionable
Inadequate diversionary routes
Putting strategic traffic on local routes

Other

*
*
*

Location of taxi ranks
Freight transport – parking and accessibility
Need to improve community transport

3.11 Following this wide ranging discussion, delegates were asked to provide more focus to
the main issues that affect transport in the Newport area. Each Working Group was
asked to pick the three most important issues arising from their discussions.
3.12 The following are the most important issues as selected by the Working Groups:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Access for all
Environment – improving the environment to encourage increased sustainable
transport
Resilience – the impact of the M4 corridor on Newport and the surrounding
area
Balanced approach – pedestrians, cyclists and public transport passengers
should be considered equally alongside motorists
Accessibility for all – improve transport options for non motorists
Public transport interchange – the need to improve the bus station
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Task 2:

Update existing 2004 Strategy objectives by removing or adding
objectives as necessary

3.13

Task 2 required the Working Groups to appraise the existing objectives listed in the
2004 Citywide Strategy.

3.14

Within this task there were four distinct activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.15

Delegates were asked to change or amend the existing list of objectives to
bring them up to date
Delegates were asked to highlight objectives that should be removed from the
list
Delegates were asked to suggest new objectives that could be included in the
emerging Strategy
Delegates were asked to rank the existing objectives in terms of importance

Below is a list of the objectives as they appear in the 2004 Citywide Strategy:
Existing Objectives listed in the 2004 Citywide Strategy

To promote the regeneration of Newport.
To maximise access to central Newport and its City Centre in order to support inward
investment and tourism development on a regional and international scale.
To contribute to strengthening the economy of the region.
To introduce sustainable forms of transport with an image consistent with a major new
urban regeneration initiative.
To provide ‘seamless’ accessibility from the main journey to work areas and Newport and
the surrounding economic region.
To develop a safe, convenient, efficient and attractive environment for walking and cycling.
To utilise the existing highway and public transport infrastructure to the full.
To establish an attractive, safe and convenient public transport network.
To use new information and communication technologies to support change in travel
behaviour.
To promote transportation systems that are deliverable and provide user, environmental
and economic benefits.
3.16

The Working Groups suggested that the following changes be made to the existing
objectives (highlighted in red)
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Suggested changes to the 2004 Citywide Objectives
To promote support the ongoing regeneration of Newport.
To maximise access to central Newport and its City Centre in order to support inward
investment and tourism development on a regional and international scale.
To contribute to strengthening the economy of the region.
To introduce sustainable forms of transport with an image consistent with a major new
urban regeneration initiative.
To provide ‘seamless’ accessibility from the main journey to work areas and Newport and
the surrounding economic region.
To develop a safe, convenient, efficient and attractive environment for walking and cycling.
To utilise the existing highway and public transport infrastructure to the full. To utilise the
transport infrastructure to the full. (should include something about sustainable transport)
To continue to promote and maintain establish an attractive, safe and convenient public
transport network. (could be more specific – in order to increase journey time reliability,
encourage greater use of public transport)
To use new information and communication technologies to support change in travel
behaviour.
To promote transportation systems that are deliverable and provide user, environmental
and economic benefits.
3.17

When asked to consider what objectives should be removed from the existing list, it
was suggested that the following objectives be removed:
Objectives recommended for removal by the Working Groups

To promote the regeneration of Newport.
To contribute to strengthening the economy of the region.
3.18 Both these objectives were recognised as important. However, it was felt that they
were too wide ranging to be included in a Strategy that specifically focussed on
transport. It was suggested they would fit better into a wider ranging Strategy that
gave an overarching view of Newport.
3.19 The findings of this activity have not been edited, instead the tables above provide an
accurate reflection of the feedback from the working groups.
3.20 When asked to suggest new objectives for the emerging strategy, the Working Groups
proposed the following for inclusion in the emerging Strategy.
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Additional objectives recommended by the Working Groups
To reduce the environmental impact of the transport network in Newport
Supporting Newport City and its environs as a unique destination
To enhance Newport’s place both regionally and nationally
To promote integration of transport networks and enhance service facilities
Consider mitigation of impacts from incidents / events on the wider network
Promote transport considerations as a top priority in planning
3.21

The final action for Task 2 required the Working Groups to prioritise the existing
objectives by selecting their top three priorities. The following table reflects how the
different Groups prioritised the Objectives of the 2004 Citywide Strategy

Existing Objectives listed in the 2004 Citywide Strategy

Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

To promote the regeneration of Newport.
To maximise access to central Newport and its City Centre in
order to support inward investment and tourism
development on a regional and international scale.
To contribute to strengthening the economy of the region.
To introduce sustainable forms of transport with an image
consistent with a major new urban regeneration initiative.
To provide ‘seamless’ accessibility from the main journey to
work areas and Newport and the surrounding economic
region.
To develop a safe, convenient, efficient and attractive
environment for walking and cycling
To utilise the existing highway and public transport
infrastructure to the full.
To establish an attractive, safe and convenient public
transport network.
To use new information and communication technologies to
support change in travel behaviour.
To promote transportation systems that are deliverable and
provide user, environmental and economic benefits.

3rd
2nd
1st
3rd
1st

3.22

It is clear from this prioritisation exercise that delegates expressed a preference for
making better use of existing facilities and infrastructure. There was also a strong
desire to develop a transport system that is both safe and sustainable.

3.23

All of the comments were considered in the development of updated strategy
objectives that set the benchmark upon which future projects, schemes and policy
should comply with. The final objectives used in the development of the strategy are
identified in the Stage 3 report.
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Task 3:

3.24

Develop a series of solutions that have the potential to resolve issues
relating to the seven 2007 Citywide Strategy themes

The 2004 Citywide Strategy is based around the following seven themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roads
Public transport
Walking
Cycling
Parking
Freight
Encouraging travel behaviour change

3.25 Each theme was allocated to a Working Group, who in turn was requested to list a
series of solutions that have the potential to facilitate the delivery of that specific
theme.
3.26 During their debates the Working Groups discussed a wide range of potential
solutions. The diversity of the individuals within each Working Group helped ensure
that a comprehensive list of solutions was developed for each of the seven themes.
3.27 Appendix 2 contains the potential solutions for each of the seven Strategy themes.
3.28 Each of the potential solutions were assessed and considered for inclusion in the new
emerging Strategy, in accordance with WelTAG protocol.
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Task 4:

3.29

Distribute 100 points across the seven 2004 Strategy themes to prioritise
them

To complete Task 4 each Working Group was asked to consider the seven strategy
themes listed in the 2004 Citywide Strategy. The Groups were asked to distribute
100 points across each of the seven themes. Those themes considered to be higher
priority were awarded more points.

Themes
Roads
Public transport
Walking
Cycling
Parking
Freight
Encouraging Travel Behaviour Change
Total

Group
1
14
32
8
10
10
6
20
100

Points
Group Group
2
3
20
40
25
35
15
10
15
10
0
0
5
0
20
5
100
100

Total
Points
74
92
33
35
10
11
45

Rank
2
1
5
4
7
6
3

3.30

‘Public transport’ was the number one priority identified for investment in this
activity. Receiving almost a third of all available points the Working Groups
considered that public transport should be given more priority than the other
themes.

3.31

‘Roads’ was ranked second in terms of priority. It was thought that roads provide the
foundation upon which the transport network is developed. A good road network is
beneficial to public transport, to freight, and to walking and cycling.

3.32

‘Encouraging travel behaviour change’ was ranked third in terms of priority. The
current economic and political climate requires planners and developers to make
better use of existing facilities and it was felt that sustainable transport options
should be actively promoted as a realistic alternative to the car.
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4.

Newport Residents Questionnaires

4.1

The ultimate aim of the strategy is to enhance transport options to provide attractive
choices for residents and visitors; therefore it was essential to provide residents with
an opportunity to inform and influence strategy development.

4.2

Newport City Council established a Citizens Panel in 2000 to assist it obtain regular,
effective consultation with residents. The group is statistically representative of the
population of Newport in terms of gender, ethnicity, language, age and ward
residence; therefore this panel provided an opportunity to obtain the views of a
cross section of residents. Accordingly a series of transport related questions were
included in the 2011 series of citizens’ panel surveys, the results of which were
available for analysis in July 2011.

4.3

Whilst the citizens’ panel would form the foundation of resident engagement, it was
also important to provide an opportunity to other residents and visitors to input
their views; therefore an online questionnaire survey asking common questions was
also undertaken.

4.4

The questionnaire and associated web links were advertised through an article in the
Council Newspaper ‘Newport Matters’ (delivered to every residence in Newport),
and the Newport City Council and Newport Unlimited websites.

4.5

As well as being available online at www.newport.gov.uk the questionnaire was
available for collection at Newport Civic Centre and the Newport Central Library to
provide an opportunity for persons without internet access to participate.

4.6

The questionnaire was designed to obtain feedback on a wide range of
transportation issues. As well as allowing respondents the opportunity to provide
feedback on existing transportation services, it also provided the opportunity for
respondents to express their opinion on the future of transport provision in
Newport. A copy of the online questionnaire is shown in Appendix 3.

4.7

In total, 554 citizens’ panel responses were received, with 90 residents
questionnaires completed (83 of these were completed online, while the remaining 7
were returned by post).

4.8

In order to maintain the statically robust composition of the Citizens Panel these are
reported as the primary results, with a comparison of the residents survey results.

4.9

The following provides a summary of the responses generated by the exercise.
Question 1:

4.10

What do you like about travelling in Newport?

Respondents were provided with a series of statements and asked to identify which
ones they agreed or disagreed with. These were weighted and ranked accordingly to
produce a ranking. The results are illustrated overleaf:
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Attribute

Rank
Citizen
Panel

There are good links to the motorway network
I feel safe waiting for the train
It is easy to get on and off trains
Crossing facilities assist journeys
Trains are frequent
Pedestrian Information and signage are useful
Trains go where I want to travel
Trains arrive on time
I feel safe walking around the city centre
Buses arrive on time
Buses are frequent
Buses go where I want to travel
There is good travel information at rail stations
Trains run at all times of the day and evening
I feel safe at bus stops
City centre parking is good value for money
Pavements are in good condition
It is easy to park
There is good travel information at bus stops
Buses run at all times of the day and evening
There is good off-road cycle provision
Roads are in good condition
Cycle information and signage are useful
There are good walking and cycling links to bus and rail stations
Combined bus and rail tickets are readily available
There is safe cycle storage at bus and rail stations
There is plentiful cycle parking
There is good on-road cycle provision
Trains are good value for money
Combined bus and rail information is readily available
It is convenient to transfer between bus and rail

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Online
1
7
4
3
2
5
6
10
12
14
8
15
11
16
22
23
9
18
19
17
27
13
24
21
28
31
30
26
20
29
25

4.11

According to respondents ‘good motorway links’ was the most popular feature about
travelling in Newport, with good perceptions of rail safety, frequency, punctuality
and range of destinations served. High rankings were also received for pedestrian
crossing and signage.

4.12

The lowest ranked attributes highlight the perceived lack of integration between bus
and rail, including a lack of combined information or combined bus/rail tickets. There
was also a low ranking for cycle facilities, with particularly low perception of on road
cycle provision and cycle parking – both in general and at transport hubs.
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4.13

In terms of public transport, rail services were more highly perceived than bus in key
attributes of safety, frequency, punctuality and destinations served.
Question 2:
Newport?

4.14

Where do you think money should be spent on transport in

Respondents were asked to identify those areas of the transport network where they
would prefer to target investment.

Attribute

Rank
Citizen
Panel

Improved footpaths
Off-road cycle paths
Bus and train services that link
Lighting and security at bus stops
Enable tickets to be used on connecting bus and train services
More parking in town centers
More frequent bus services
Cycle lanes on the road
Park and ride at train stations
Travel information at bus stops
Reducing speed on roads
New roads or widening
Park and ride by bus
Road safety improvements
Combined bus and rail information
Bus shelters
Disabled access at bus stops
Bus services that arrive on time
Faster bus services
New train stations
Pedestrian Crossings
Pedestrian Information and signage
Cycle Information and signage
Cycle parking
Lighting and security at train stations
Train services that arrive on time
Disabled access at train stations
Park and share facilities
More frequent train services
Travel information at train stations
Cycle storage at bus and rail stations
Upgraded train stations
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

1
2
3
32
4
6
5
13
15
7
12
16
23
31
10
18
28
21
30
8
20
17
22
9
24
19
29
27
14
25
11
26
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4.15

The main areas identified for investment were improved footpaths and designated
cycle paths. Off-road cycle provision was a higher investment target than on-road,
which may demonstrate a preference for segregation from powered vehicles to
encourage cycling. Improved integration for bus and rail services was also
highlighted as an investment area, with integrated ticketing being a particular
consideration. These generally reflect the respondent themes under question 1.

4.16

Rail based Park and Ride was highlighted as a higher priority than its bus based
equivalent, although both were significantly higher than park and share. In contrast
there was a relatively high level of demand for increased town centre parking. These
results illustrate one of the fundamental barriers of increasing travel options, where
people value the personal space of their own car and are reluctant to share.

4.17

Enhancing the frequency of bus services was also ranked relatively highly. This
reflects the experience of local operators, who have witnessed increased patronage
on services where frequency has been significantly increased.
Question 3:
purposes?

4.18

How do you usually travel around Newport for the following journey

Question 3 was designed to assess what modes of travel were used for different
journey purposes. This would provide a measure of the general modal split.

Commuting/Work Related
80
70

Citizen panel

60

Online

50
% 40
30
20
10
0
Car Driver

Car
Passenger

Bus

Cycle

Walk

Train

Mode

4.19

Car travel was the primary mode for commuting, either as driver or passenger. This
was the highest proportion for any journey type. Bus was the main public transport
mode. Cycling was the lowest mode for the citizens’ panel respondents, with a
number of online respondents noting they usually commute by cycle. Rail use was
less commonly used for commuting by both groups.
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Shopping
80

Citizen panel

70

Online
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4.20

Again, the private car is the dominant mode of travel for shopping, although there is
a higher level of bus use, with almost 20% of citizens’ panel respondents usually
using this mode of travel. Rail use and cycling are negligible for citizens’ panel
respondents; although there were a number of online respondents who indicated
they usually cycle for this journey purpose.

Educational
70
Citizen panel
60
Online
50
40
%
30
20
10
0
Car Driver

Car
Passenger

Bus
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Train

Mode

4.21

There were some differences in the travel choice for education, although this could
be due to differences in the demographic composition of the two sets of
respondents. Both sets identified self driven car use as the primary mode, with
walking the second most common.
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4.22

Whilst there were similar trends in the other modes, there was a marked difference
in rail use, with 16% of online respondents utilising this mode for educational
purposes compared to 1% of citizens’ panel respondents.

Personal (e.g. doctors)
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4.23

The private car is the mode of choice to undertake personal journey purposes such
as doctors or dental appointments. There was considerable level of walking noted by
citizens’ panel respondents, with 22% noting this as their usual mode. Bus use was
higher among online respondents, with 18% compared to 8% for online respondents.
Cycle and train use were extremely low for both sets of respondents.

Recreation & Leisure
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4.24

Recreation and leisure journeys were primarily undertaken by the car, with bus and
walking, secondary modes. Cycle use was the next most prevalent, although this is
sometimes considered a leisure activity in its own right. Train use was lowest.

Tourism
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4.25

In common with other trip purposes, the private car was the primary mode for both
sets of respondents. Other modes had a relatively similar profile. This suggests the
destination is likely to be a key determinant, with users selecting the most
appropriate mode.

4.26

In summary, car based travel was the dominant mode for all trip purposes, with
commuting being the most common use. This may be due to a perceived lack of
alternatives or ‘trip chaining’ where respondents will undertake supplementary tasks
on the way home (such as shopping or leisure activities.

4.27

Of the Public Transport modes, Bus use was more prevalent that rail. This is likely
reflect the relatively limited points of access to the rail network in Newport
(currently restricted to Newport Railway Station or Rogerstone station) and the
impact of the All Wales Concessionary fare scheme which results in a financial disbenefit of using other motorised modes.
Question 4: When travelling around Newport, which of the following is the
MOST important in your decision to travel by a particular mode of transport?

4.28

The purpose of this question was to determine what factors most influenced modal
choice.
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4.29

Overall Journey time was identified as a key influence, being the primary factor for
citizens’ panel respondents and the second most important influence for online
respondents. This illustrates the importance of minimising time penalties associated
with an interchange of mode or service.

4.30

Online respondents cited ‘a lack of an alternative’ as their primary influence on
modal choice. This was the third most important factor identified in the residents
panel survey. ‘I dislike driving’ was ranked lowest and second lowest by citizens’
panel and online respondents respectively. These results are consistent with the
results of question 3 and illustrate the actual and perceived availability of
alternatives to the private car. This also highlights the necessity to provide and
inform the travelling public of suitable alternatives.

4.31

Citizens’ panel respondents noted cost as the second most importance influence on
modal choice. There was a fairly even split between reliability and personal safety.
This may suggest although these aren’t the primary influence they are considered a
prerequisites or taken for granted.
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4.32

Online surveys noted ‘reduced personal mobility’ as the lowest ranked reasons with
2% of responses, compared to 7% of residents’ panel respondents. This is likely to
reflect demographic differences between sample groups.
Question 5: When travelling around Newport, how would you describe the
following modes?

4.33

Respondents were asked to rate the ease of travel on the following scale:
•
•
•
•
•

4.34

Easy
Ok
Difficult
I’ve never used
I wouldn’t consider using

The first three attributes were designed to identify current users’ perception, whilst
the remainder were designed to identify the propensity to use.

Car
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4.35
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Difficult

I've never used

Wouldn't
consider using

Over three quarters of respondents rated car use as ‘easy’ or ‘ok’, with less than 15%
rating this mode as ‘difficult’. There were a low number of users who had no
experience of using, with an extremely low number of respondents noting they
‘wouldn’t consider using’ (1% of citizens panel and 2% of online respondents).
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Approximately 40% of all respondents rated train use as ‘ok’. There was a more even
split between ‘easy’ and ‘difficult’ rankings by citizens panel respondents, whilst a
higher proportion of online respondents ranked train use as ‘Easy’. In both groups
9% of respondents wouldn’t consider using rail. This may reflect the limited
opportunities to access the rail network within the Newport City area.
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4.37

Compared to rail, ease of bus use was more highly ranked than rail use, with over
half of respondents in both groups rating bus ‘ok’ to use. Approximately 20% of the
remaining respondents ranked bus use as ‘easy’. There were also a relatively low
number of respondents who had never used a bus or would consider using. This
highlights a potential opportunity to attract greater numbers onto the bus network –
providing a suitable level of service can be delivered.

Cycling
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4.38
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Cycling was the lowest rated mode, with 4% of citizens panel and 2% of online
respondents rating use as easy. This reflects the results investment areas identified
in question 2. Over a third of respondents had never used this mode, with
approximately 15% of respondents noting they ‘wouldn’t consider using’.
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Walking
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Walking was the highest rated mode, with approximately a third of respondents
rating this mode as ‘easy’ and in excess of half rating it as ‘ok’. Less than 10% of
respondents rated walking as ‘difficult’, with none of the online respondents noting
they have or would not use this mode, compared with 2% and 5% respectively for
residents’ panel respondents. These results illustrate the potential to increase use of
walking as a mode; however it is highly dependent on the proximity to services and
facilities.
Question 6: On average how often do you use the M4 around Newport between
Magor and Castleton for the following purposes, either as a driver or as a
passenger?

4.40

Newport is dissected by the M4 motorway, which is a key strategic artery. The Welsh
Government is currently considering a package of enhancement measures for the
M4 corridor around Newport; therefore it is important to identify current travel
patterns along this link.

4.41

Results are disaggregated by journey purpose to reflect potential differences in the
propensity to use. This will also inform the strategy refresh regarding the purpose
and level of trips on the strategic network.
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4.42

The majority of respondents never use the M4 for commuting, accounting for
approximately half of respondents. Those respondents that do have a high frequency
of use, with almost 20% using it every day and 10% of citizens panel and 5% of online
respondents using it a few times a week.

4.43

The remaining categories are relatively evenly accounted for, suggesting that
commuting use is on an ad-hoc basis such as attending meetings or working from a
different location on a temporary basis.
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4.44

Again the majority of respondents do not utilise the M4 for education or training
purposes. This is also likely to reflect the demographic profile of respondents, the
majority of whom are not in full/part time education. Of those that use the M4 for
education, again this is primarily on an ad-hoc basis to reflect training needs as and
when required. These may require travel to an alternative facility or premise from
the usual place of work.
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4.45

With the exception of ‘everyday’ there was a relatively even frequency distribution
of leisure trips using the M4. This is possibility a reflection of the location range of
leisure activities in South East Wales. For example, some activities/facilities are
unique to Newport (such as the indoor velodrome or speedway) whilst other require
travel to other facilities (such as major events at the Millennium Stadium or ice
skating).

4.46

These activities can also vary in frequency, with some being undertaken on a regular
basis or as a one off; therefore the type of leisure activity is likely to be a key
determinant on leisure use of the M4.
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Shopping related use of the M4 shared a common profile with leisure journey
purposes. This is likely to be due to similar variations in retail facilities and activities
in South East Wales. Whilst Newport has a developed city centre retail offering,
there are a number of retail parks on the periphery of the city, which may result in
use of the M4 to access. In addition there is likely to be travel to alternative facilities
on an ad-hoc basis.
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Tourism - Longer Distance
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The results of tourism related trips demonstrate that frequency of M4 use is directly
related to the location of attractions/facilities with local tourism having a higher
frequency than longer distance trips. In addition the proportion of people never
using the M4 for tourism trips is twice as high for local trips than for longer distance
trips. This illustrates the need to consider the promotion of more sustainable modes
in accessing tourist attractions in and around Newport.
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5.

Conclusions

5.1

There was a general consensus amongst delegates that a significant number of
positive measures have been implemented in Newport since the publication of the
2004 Citywide Strategy. Most notable amongst these include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New passenger facilities at Newport Railway Station
Boulevarding Kingsway and Queensway with enhanced pedestrian and bus facilities
Creation of bus only links
New City Centre car park
Completion of Connect 2 link between Newport and Caerleon
The Newport City Bridge
Corridor enhancements along the M4 between Magor and Castleton

5.2

Delegates agreed that the current economic and political climate presented a
challenging environment for the ongoing regeneration of the City. Added to that, St.
David’s 2 in Cardiff and the continued development of Bristol as a shopping
destination provide major competition for Newport.

5.3

Nevertheless, delegates were positive about future prospects for the City. Successful
hosting of the Ryder Cup has given Newport a renewed confidence. It was felt that a
revised Citywide Transport Strategy would help to refocus resources and act as a
catalyst for the continued improvement of facilities and services.

5.4

Workshop feedback provided support for developing projects that make best use of
existing facilities and infrastructure. Schemes that improve safety and increase options
for sustainable transport were also widely supported by delegates.

5.5

The results of the questionnaire surveys provide an extremely useful insight into
current travel trends and the areas where the strategy can influence travel habits.

5.6

The main trend is the dominance of the private car for most trips purposes, in
particular commuting. This trip purpose offers an opportunity to reduce car
dependence given the majority of the day the vehicle is not required. It is appreciated
that some journeys are not wholly able to be undertaken utilising public transport;
therefore measures such as park and ride are likely to be a critical element of the
strategy.

5.7

In terms of public transport, the bus mode is the main mode, with a greater level of
use than rail. This is likely to be a result of limited opportunities to access the rail
network in Newport and the ability of a significant proportion of residents to travel on
local bus services free of charge.

5.8

The results did however illustrate a base level use of more sustainable alternatives,
with a significant number of respondents prioritising investment in such facilities. This
is essential if significant modal transfer is to be achieved.
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5.9

Feedback from both the Stakeholder Consultation Workshop on 10th November 2010
and the questionnaire were used to inform the refresh of the Newport Citywide
Strategy.
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Appendix 1:

Stakeholder Consultation Workshop – Attendance List

Name

Organisation

Russell Bennett
Christopher Blyth
Richard Coombs
Nicola Davies
Catrion Ellis-Jones
Martyn Evans
Margaret Everson
Corrina Green
Graham Fry
Susan Howard
Carl Jones
Gareth Jones
John Langley
Sinead Lynch
Tracey Mc Adam
Dave Matthews
Vinny Mott
Kevin Mulchay
Gilly Otlet
Richard Sanders
Christian Schmidt
Gail Bodley-Scott
Gareth Speed
Glyn Stickler
Mark Tunstall
Richard Wood
Mark Youngman

Welsh Assembly Government
Newport Transport Ltd
JPTU
Sewta
Catrin Ellis Associates
South Wales Chamber of Commerce
Bus Users UK
Welsh Assembly Government
Newport City Council
Countryside Council for Wales
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Gwent Police
Sustrans
Torfaen County Borough Council
Newport Unlimited
Arup
Sewta
Cardiff City Council
Newport City Council
Newport City Council
Stagecoach in South Wales
Newport City Council
Monmouthshire County Council
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Appendix 2:

Potential Solutions for Strategy Themes

The following is a list of solutions suggested by the Working Group for each of the seven
themes contained in the 2004 Citywide Strategy.
Roads
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus clearways
Improve capacity – make better use of Tredegar Park and Pont Ebbw
Parking enforcement
20 mph zones in residential areas
Close junctions 25, 26 and 27
Street lighting
Safety and security at bus stops
Review signage
Remove street clutter
Shared space City Centre

Public Transport
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trams
Park & Ride
18 hour frequent services
Bus station upgrade
Personal security
Real time information
Bus lanes & bus gates
Improved signage on bus lanes
Integrated ticketing
City hire bicycles – pick up – go – drop
Local rail stations
WiFi / TV on buses
Marketing
M4 Relief Road
Covered / heated stops
Cheaper public transport – subsidy
Promote / market the existing fare structure
Integration of public transport with cycle facilities (stands and routes)
Royal Gwent services (gridlock at 2pm)
Ebbw Vale rail link
Better and more frequent rail / public transport services
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Walking
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider access for all but acknowledge that different groups can have contradictory
requirements
Improve safety and security
Reduce severance
Safe Routes in Communities
School walking routes – behavioural change
Give pedestrian greater priority
Cycling

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cycle parking in the City Centre and key locations
Signage and maps
Cycle marketing
Bikes on buses and trains
Priority routes into suburbs
Cycleways on all roads
Cycle routes through the City Centre
Cycle training for adults
Advance stop lines at traffic signals
Cycle lanes on approaches
Rent a bike
Employer Travel Plans

Parking
•
•
•
•

Balanced parking strategy and pricing strategy
Eliminate free on street parking in and around city centre
Civil parking enforcement
Parking policy should be a balance of carrots and sticks

Freight
•
•
•
•
•

Keep freight out of residential areas
Improve signage and regulations
Locate new businesses to appropriate locations
Provide appropriate freight loading / unloading facilities / areas
Identify and work with all freight providers, not just big / major operators

Encourage Travel Behaviour Change
•
•
•
•
•

Promote event public transport provision
Increase parking charges
Charge for resident permit holders parking
Congestion charging
Reduce business parking spaces
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Appendix 3:

Residents Questionnaire
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